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His Excel1ency Michael S. Dukak.is, Governor 
Honorable William M. Bulger, President of the Senate 
Honorable George Keverian, Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Honorable Patricia McGovern, Chairman ofthe Senate Ways and Means Committee 
Honorable Richard A. Yoke, Chairman ofthe House Ways and Means Committee 
Honorable Members of the General Court: 
I am pleased to submit herewith the sixth Semi-Annual Report of Audit Results and 
Activities ofthe Office of the State Auditor. 
This report includes all audits issued between July 1, 1989 and December 31, 1989; 
corrective actions taken in response to prior audit reports; audit initiatives; and determina-
tions and legislative reviews issued by the Division of Local Mandates. The audit results 
are organized within sectors of government, by recurring findings, thereby highlighting 
systemic problems as well as broad areas in need of strengthened fiscal , administrative, and 
program controls. This report also continues to emphasize corrective actions taken by 
agencies in response to OSA audit results and recommendations. 
Finally, I have again included a section on OSA legislative initiatives which address 
individual audit results and recommendations by suggesting comprehensive corrective 
action. I am pleased to report that three such initiatives, filed last session, were enacted 
and signed into law. One ofthese new laws, Chapter 647, An Act Relative to Improving the 
Internal Controls Within State Agencies, provides for the minimum level of internal ac-
counting and administrative control standards while also providing for periodic evaluation, 
corrective action, and the immediate reporting of unaccounted-for variances to my office. 
Chapter 647, an important aspect ofthe Commonwealth's efforts to strengthen integrity in 
financial management and to protect the state's assets, resulted from identifying systemic 
problems and addressing them through the legislative process . 
In submitting this Semi-Annual Report. I would again like to thank the Administration, 
members of the Legislature, and agency officials for supporting my initiatives. I look 
forward to continuing to work with you to improve the quality of state government and the 
services that the Commonwealth provides to its citizens. 
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Office of the 
State Auditor: 
Authority and 
Responsibilities 
T he Office of the State Auditor (OSA) operates under the direction and control of the State Auditor, an independently elected constitu-
tional officer. 
The OSA provides the Governor, the 
Legislature, auditees, oversight agencies, 
and the general public with an independent 
evaluation of the various agencies, activi-
ties, and programs operated by the Com-
monwealth. The State Auditor is mandated, 
under Chapter 11 of Section 12 of the Mas-
sachusetts General laws, to conduct an 
audit at least once every two years of all 
departments, offices, commissions, health 
and higher education institutions, and 
activities of the Commonwealth, including 
its court system and Authorities. Not 
including special audit projects, the number 
of entities requiring audit coverage totals 
approximately 780. The Auditor also has 
authority to audit the thousands of vendors 
under contract with the Commonwealth and 
its instrumentalities, as well as federally 
aided programs. In addition, the Auditor is 
responsible, under Chapter 11, Section 6B, 
of the Massachusetts General Laws, for the 
Division of Local Mandates, which is 
charged primarily with determining the 
financial impact of legislation on cities and 
towns. 
[ 
.. 
The OSA conducts both financial and per-
formance audits in accordance with "Govern-
ment Auditing Standards" issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States . 
. These standards are known in the profession 
both as Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS) and as the 
Yellow Book standards. 
OSA audit activities include the following 
objectives: 
• Attesting to the fair presentation, accUracy, 
and reliability of an auditee's financial 
statements; 
• Determining whether the Commonwealth's 
resources are properly safeguarded; 
• Determining whether such resources are 
properly and prudently used; 
• Determining an auditee's compliance with 
legal and regulatory requirements; 
• Evaluating management's economy and 
efficiency in its use of resources; 
• Determining and evaluating a program's 
results, benefits, or accomplishments; and 
• Ensuring that all audit results are fully 
disclosed to the public and the auditees. 
All OSA audit results and recommendations 
are intended to assist agency and program 
administrators by indicating areas where 
accounting and administrative controls, fman-
cia! operations, program results, and efficiency 
and effectiveness can be improved, and by 
providing technical assistance where appropri-
ate. An important component of most audits is 
the exit conference, during which the auditee 
is given an opportunity to respond to the audit 
and its recommendations. In short, the OSA is 
not simply a critic but is an agent, an advo-
cate, and a catalyst for improved management 
and delivery of government services. 
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Audit Results, 
RecommendaTIons, 
Initiatives, and 
Corrective 
Actions: Overview 
D uring the report period July 1, 1989 through December 30, 1989, the Office of the State Auditor issued 162 audit reports covering: 
Authorities, human services agencies, 
education entities, and various other state 
activities . For a complete listing of audit 
reports, see Appendix I on page 81. In these 
reports, the OSA disclosed millions of dol-
lars of financial and operational deficiencies 
and also provided recommendations in-
tended to safeguard the Commonwealth's 
assets and to improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of governmental operations. 
.... 
Each type of entity audited by the OSA is 
governed by particular law and regulations; 
is required to maintain financial records 
properly; and, of course, is expected to 
operate economically and effectively. 
OSA audits are not intended to sensation-
alize, but to present an accurate appraisal of 
financial management, legal compliance, 
and, where appropriate, program effective-
ness. 
Audit results and recommendations are 
important to auditees, and in a majority of 
instances auditees have indicated a willing-
ness to take appropriate corrective action. 
Audit results, when viewed in the aggre-
gate, give focus to problem areas for legisla-
tors and administration officials, and, along 
with critical individual audit results, are the 
basis of the OSA legislative and administra-
tive initiatives and recommendations. 
The following information clearly demon-
strates that OSA audits not only have 
promoted the safeguarding and enhance-
ment of the Commonwealth's assets but 
have also assisted auditees in creating 
solutions that improve their financial and 
managerial operations. 
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Revenue Audits 
During the report period, the OSA re-
leased two comprehensive revenue audits 
and also assisted the Office of the Comptrol-
ler in closing the Commonwealth's books. 
Audit activities included: making a determi-
nation regarding the existence of any excess 
of net state tax revenues over allowable 
state tax revenues (Tax Cap Determina-
tion); ensuring strict compliance with the 
Office of the Comptroller's accounting in-
structions; and monitoring the year-end 
accounting and depositing of collected reve-
nues. OSA staffhas also been participating 
in the activities of the Non-tax Revenue 
Task Force, which was appointed in re-
sponse to OSA audit recommendations for 
improving revenue billing and collection 
procedures in the Commonwealth. An 
update on compliance with the Non-tax 
Revenue Audit's recommendations for im-
proving revenue management in order to 
assist the state in maximizing its income, 
cash flow, and interest-earning potential is 
included, along with revenue results, on the 
following pages. 
[ 
-Audit Results 
Agency 
Compliance WHh 
the Offtce of the 
Comptroller's 
OffIcial Year-End 
Closing 
Instructions for 
Cash and 
Revenue 
Revenue Audits 
The OSA observed and reviewed the fiscal 1989 year-end cut-off 
of cash receipts at 66 state agencies and 19 Registry of Deeds offices 
to determine whether all receipts received through the close of 
business on June 30, 1989 were recorded and reported on the Com-
monwealth's official books of account and were deposited with the 
State Treasurer's Office in accordance with the Office of the Comp-
troller's year-end closing instructions. This testing was performed 
to ensure an accurate accounting and recording of revenue collected 
during fiscal year 1989, and also to improve the timeliness of the 
collection and depositing of revenues in order to enhance available 
non-tax revenue income. 
OSA findings disclosed that, for the most part, agencies were 
complying with the Office of the Comptroller's instructions. How-
ever, certain agencies had not entered their final cash-receipt 
documents, totaJJing $443,086, for fiscal year 1989 into the Massa-
chusetts Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS), 
as required; and other agencies were not depositing revenue with 
the State Treasurer's Office on a daily basis. For example: 
• The Department of Public Safety, the Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife, Roxbury Community College, and Westfield State Col-
lege were not depositing revenue with the State Treasurer's 
Office on a daily basis as required in order to ensure control over 
the funds and maximization of interest. 
• The Division of Insurance had an eight-week backlog of unproc-
essed checks for agents' pending applications. As a result, ap-
proximately $200,000 in fiscal year 1989 income was deposited in 
the subsequent fiscal year. In order to ensure that funds are 
safeguarded and interest is maximized, the Division needs to 
deposit revenue upon receipt, even if the licensing process has not 
yet been completed. 
• Hampden County Registry of Deeds was late during nine differ-
ent months in transferring its revenue to the Department of 
Revenue. As a result, interest income was not maximized. 
• Massachusetts College of Art had 20 outstanding checks, to-
talling $511,699, which were due to the Commonwealth for 
tuition, and registration and application fees. The money had 
been deposited in the College'S local bank account, but had not 
been transmitted to the State Treasurer's Office as required by 
Chapter 30, Section 27, MGLs. 
7 
Revenue Audits 
The State Auditor's 
Determination of 
Whether Net State 
Tax Revenues 
Exceeded 
Allowable State 
Tax Revenue (Tax 
Cap 
Determination) 
8 
Under the provisions of Chapter 62F, Massachusetts General 
Laws (MGLs), an annual state tax revenue growth limit is calcu-
lated on the basis of the level of growth in total wages and salaries 
of the citizens of the Commonwealth. The law requires that the 
Commissioner of Revenue prepare and submit to the State Auditor 
a report of the net state tax revenues and the allowable state tax 
revenues of the Commonwealth. The State Auditor then audits the 
report for completeness and accuracy, makes a conclusive determi-
nation as to the existence and the amount of any excess of net state 
tax revenues over allowable state tax revenues, and reports his 
findings to the Executive Branch and the Legislature. Any state 
tax revenues determined as excess by the State Auditor must be 
returned to the taxpayers of the Commonwealth. 
• For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1989, the State Auditor deter-
mined that net state tax revenues of $8,816,654,105.37 fellshorl 
of allowable state tax revenues of $9,650,107,697.07 by 
$833,543,591. 70. This means that the Commonwealth has the 
authority and ability to collect $833.5 million in tax revenues 
before reaching the statutory cap. 
-Revenue Audits 
Prior Audit Results: Corrective Actions 
Agency 
Compliance With 
the Office of the 
Comptroller's 
Official Year-End 
Closing 
Instructions for 
Cash and 
Revenue 
Management 
Controlling and 
Monitoring of 
Non-Tax Revenue 
by Various State 
Agencies: 
Update on 
Recommendations 
for the 
Enhancement 
of Non-Tax 
Revenues 
The improvements that have been made in adhering to closing 
instructions have resulted in more timely collection and depositing 
of revenues, and therefore, in enhanced revenues. Specific ex- . 
amples of corrective actions include the following: 
• The Department of Environmental Management was in full 
compliance with fiscal year 1989 year-end closing instructions. 
• The State Lottery Commission, through the Office of the Comp-
troller, transferred $5,019,328 from the fiscal year 1989 to the 
fiscal year 1988 revenue account. These funds had been received 
by the Commission from June 26, 1988 to June 30, 1988. During 
the current review, all 1989 revenue was submitted to the State 
Treasurer's Office in accordance with the Office of the Comptrol-
ler's year-end instructions. 
In December, 1988, the OSA issued a report on the non-tax 
revenue activity of 44 agencies and Authorities of the Common-
wealth. This review was conducted for the purpose of identifying 
short.-term revenue enhancement opportunities, as well as long-
term systemic changes. The audit examined state agencies' sys-
tems for billing, collecting, depositing, recording, and monitoring 
amounts owed to the Commonwealth. It also made recommenda-
tions for improving revenue management in order to ensure that 
the state maximize its income, cash flow, and interest-earning 
. potential. 
The OSA received many requests for information regarding the 
Administration's response to OSA recommendations within the 
Non-tax Revenue Audit for the enhancement of non-tax revenues . 
This comprehensive audit raised the level of consciousness about 
such activities as billing, collecting, and maximizing federal reim-
bursements. In addition to providing concrete examples of lost 
revenue opportunity, the audit set a standard for fiscal manage-
ment by focusing on general issues of collection practices, policies 
regarding write-offs, and reimbursement eligibility. What follows is 
the status on efforts and accomplishments in maximizing the Com-
monwealth's income, cash flow, and interest-earning potential: 
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Revenue AudIts 
Controlling and 
Monitoring of 
Non-Tax Revenue 
by Various State 
Agencies: 
Update on 
Recommendations 
for the 
Enhancement 
of Non-Tax 
Revenues 
ContInued 
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• As recommended, a Non-Tax Revenue Task Force chaired by the 
State Comptroller and including representatives from the Office 
of the State Auditor has been organized. The Task Force has 
focused on strategies for maximizing federal reimbursements, 
especially in the areas of Department of Mental Retardation 
Personal Care and Case Management, Department of Public 
Welfare contracting, Department of Public Welfare-Department 
of Social Services Daycare, Department of Elder Services Case 
Management, and Department of Public Works billing. These 
efforts to increase federal financial participation (FFP) will yield 
approximately $85 million in FY '90. Other activities, including 
fringe payments by Higher Education for its trust employees, 
improved collections of accounts receivable, use of collection 
agencies, and removal of barriers to collection (i.e., by allowing 
use of credit cards for payment) are expected to yield an addi-
tional $100 million in fiscal year '91, attributable to the work of 
the Task Force. 
• As recommended, the Legislature enacted and the Governor 
signed into law an internal control statute, Chapter 647 of the 
Acts of 1989, intended to improve the minimum level of internal 
administrative and accounting control standards and systems in 
the Commonwealth. Training in these new procedures has 
already begun, under the direction of the Office of the Comptrol-
ler in cooperation with the Office of the State Auditor. As part of 
a comprehensive effort to strengthen integrity in fiscal manage-
ment practices, the implementation of this legislation is expected 
to result in substantial revenue enhancement (see p. 76). 
• As recommended, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
has repaid the Commonwealth $15.6 million, which was the out-
standing balance of the loan to the Authority to cover its first 
year operating costs (see p. 21). 
• As recommended, the Government Land Bank (GLB) has repaid 
the Commonwealth $6 million, which represented debt-service 
cost paid by the Commonwealth but also recorded as an expense 
by GLB. 
• As recommended, the Office of the Secretary of State is enhanc-
ing its collection of revenues from corporate filing fees through a 
retained revenue program for identifying and pursuing delin-
quent filers of annual corporate reports . 
Initiatives 
Advisory Board on 
Revenue 
Resources and the 
State Economy 
Single Audit of the 
Commonwealth 
Third Party Billing 
System 
Revenue AudIts 
The following are among the planned and ongoing initiatives 
relative to revenue audits. 
• The OSA is continuing an audit which examines the Advisory 
Board's reports on fiscal year estimates of the Commonwealth's 
receipts. The OSA audit is reviewing records, documentation, 
procedures, and policies underlying and supporting official projec-
tions made by the Board. 
• In fiscal year 1989, and for the subsequent two years, the OSA 
will be a full partner in performing the "Single Audit of the Com-
monwealth". The OSA will continue to perform the following 
audit functions: (1) determining the relationship of Net State Tax 
Revenues to Allowable Tax Revenues (Tax Cap Determination); 
(2) reporting on agency compliance with the Office of the Comp-
troller's Official Year-End Closing Instructions For Cash and 
Revenue Management; (3) reporting on agency compliance with 
the Office of the Comptroller's Official Year-End Closing Instruc-
tions For Encumbrance and Advance-Fund Management. 
• As a partner in the "Single Audit," the OSA will provide staff 
resources to audit federal programs to determine whether state 
agencies are in compliance with applicable federal rules, regula-
tions, and laws. Audit staff will also conduct audit procedures 
that are needed to render an opinion on the Comprehensive 
Annual Financial Report, such as verifying certain accounts and 
documents at several agencies and testing selected financial 
transactions to determine the accuracy and quality of Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) data gathered for the 
GAAP-based financial statements. 
• The OSA has completed and issued a report reviewing billing and 
collection procedures over third-party billings at the Common-
wealth's mental retardation institutions. This audit focuses on 
timeliness and frequency of billings as well as the collection and 
deposit of revenues, in an effort to maximize state revenues. 
1 1 
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Authority Audits 
During the report period, the OSA re-
leased 87 audit reports on various housing, 
redevelopment, building, transit, and inde-
pendent authorities. Of these 87 reports, 79 
represented housing authorities while the 
remainder included 1 redevelopment, 1 
building, 4 transit, and 2 independent 
authorities. These reports identified several 
recurring audit results which, if addressed, 
will improve the financial management of 
the Authorities, thereby helping to safe-
guard state and federal funding as well as 
the interests of public housing tenants and 
applicants. 
... 
Inadequate 
Accounting and 
Administrative 
Controls 
Authority Audits 
OSA reports on local housing authorities revealed various 
recordkeeping and internal control weaknesses that could adversely 
affect their operations and distort financial statements fIled with the 
Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD). With-
out proper controls, an Authority could incur unnecessary operating 
deficits or fail to maximize revenue potential which, in either case, 
.;~o~d po~p.ti~y .decrease funds available for its programs. Ex-
amples include: 
• Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority did not have suffi-
cient documentation to support disbursements in the following 
two instances: (1) Eighteen payments to architects, totalling 
$81,036, lacked complete documentation. Eleven (61%) of the 
payments did not contain evidence of EOCD approval; eight (44%) 
of the payments were not accompanied by accounts payable 
vouchers indicating Board members' approval; and three (17%) 
did not have invoices from the architects indicating that services 
had been rendered. (2) A sample test of nineteen travel expendi-
tures showed that twelve (63%), totalling $2,048, were not prop-
erly documented to substantiate reimbursement. Without proper 
documentation of expenditures, the Authority could not verify, 
and EOCD could not be assured, that funds were expended prop-
erly and used as intended by the Board. 
• Grafton Housing Authority did not have adequate documentation, 
such as time sheets or attendance calendars, to support payroll 
payments tota11ing $98,981 made to its employees during the 
audit period. Without proper documentation, the Authority could 
not be assured that its employees actually worked the hours for 
which they were paid and it also had little basis for determining 
employees' sick, vacation, and personal leave balances. 
• Hadley Housing Authority did not properly maintain required 
financial accounting records. As a result, EOCD could not be as-
sured that the Authority's financial resources were properly and 
effectively managed. In a letter to the Authority dated May 16, 
1988, EO CD made its third request for financial statements for 
the Authority's modernization program and informed the Author-
ity that "until such time that we receive your complete moderniza-
tion financial information, we will be unable to process requests 
from your Authority for modernization funds ." Given the deficien-
cies noted, the OSA also questioned whether the accountant 
retained by the Authority was adequately performing duties for 
which he was paid $2,700 during the audit period. 
13 
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Authority Audits 
Inadequate 
AccounHng and 
Administrative 
Controls 
Continued 
Inadequate 
Control Over 
Property and 
Equipment 
14 
• Holyoke Housing Authority had not reconciled its bank state-
ments to the general ledgers as of December 31, 1988. In addi-
tion, other management control weaknesses resulted in general 
ledger errors and a failure to document management approval for 
Authority transactions. 
• Rehoboth Housing Authority did not maintain certain financial 
records in accordance with EOCD accounting requirements. 
Among documents that--the'Authority lacked were a general 
ledger, cash receiptjoumals, a cash disbursement journal, and an 
insurance register. Because the Authority did not have an ade-
quate accounting control system in place, EOCD had limited 
assurance that the Authority's monetary resources were properly 
safeguarded and appropriately expended. 
• Sutton Housing Authority had both unapproved and unsigned 
accounts payable vouchers. As a result, EOCD could not be 
assured that the Authority's funds were expended properly. In 
addition, during the audit period, the Authority did not make 
daily deposits of all rent receipts as required by EOCD to avoid 
loss or misplacement of funds and to meet insurance policy re-
quirements. 
• Tyngsborough Housing Authority inaccurately prepared federal 
and state payroll withholding forms for its three part-time em-
ployees. As a result, the Authority had to pay penalty and inter-
est charges of $465 to the federal and state tax agencies. 
The Management Handbook for Local Housing Authorities issued 
by the Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD) 
requires that housing authorities conduct annual physical invento-
ries of property and equipment. In addition to ensuring accounta-
bility of property and equipment, adequate records of inventory 
serve as a source of insurance coverage information in the event of a 
casualty loss, as a basis of comparison with the previous year's 
physical inventory, and as financial planning data. Several reports 
identified areas where controls needed improvement in order to 
protect property from possible loss or misuse. Example include: 
• Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority had not estab-
lished required furniture and equipment record cards and had not 
tagged all equipment. 
• East Bridgewater Housing Authority did not conduct annual 
physical inventories during the audit period, did not maintain 
adequate records of its fixed assets, and did not tag equipment. 
..... 
AuthorHy Audits 
• Hadley Housing Authority had not implemented previous OSA 
recommendations regarding inventory controls over its property 
and equipment. During the audit period, the Authority did not 
conduct annual physical inventories of its equipment, did not 
maintain adequate records of its fixed assets, did not tag equip-
ment, and did not record the original cost of equipment items on 
appropriate financial documents. 
. • Hatfield Housing Authority did 'not maintain adequate records of 
its assets, did not affix identification tags to equipment items, 
and did not record the original cost of equipment items. 
• Holyoke Housing Authority had begun, but had not completed, its 
inventory listing. Meeting EOCD requirements for inventory 
control is necessary for ensuring accountability with regard to the 
Authority's equipment and property. 
• Lowell Housing Authority did not maintain adequate records of 
its property and equipment and did not affix identification tags to 
fixed assets. In addition, equipment purchased during the audit 
period was not tagged nor was inventory-related information re-
corded in the appropriate documents. 
• Marblehead Housing Authority did not maintain adequate rec-
ords of its equipment and did not affix identification tags to 
reflect ownership and numerical asset numbers. 
• Needham Housing Authority did not conduct annual physical 
inventories during the audit period, did not maintain adequate 
records of its fixed assets, and did not tag equipment. In addi-
tion, although the Authority purchased equipment totalling 
$51,022 during the audit period, it did not tag the items or record 
inventory-related information in the appropriate documents. 
• Plainville Housing Authority did not conduct annual physical 
inventories of property and equipment, did not establish and 
maintain furniture and equipment record cards, did not tag 
items, did not establish an inventory list of equipment, and did 
not establish an inventory value for each item. 
• Shelburne Housing Authority did not conduct annual physical 
inventories during the audit period, made unauthorized pur-
chases of equipment in fiscal year 1988, had incomplete equip-
ment listings, and did not tag items. 
• Weymouth Housing Authority had not implemented previous 
OSA recommendations regarding inventory controls over its prop-
erty and equipment. The Authority did not maintain a perpetual 
inventory record and did not tag inventory items for identification 
and location purposes. 
15 
Authority Audits 
Inadequate 
Control Over 
Rental Charges 
and 
Redeterminations 
16 
OSA reports disclosed that several housing authorities did not 
ensure that rent increases were in accordance with Executive Office 
of Communities and Development (EOCD) and Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regulations. These condi-
tions could result in overcharges to tenants or lost income to Au-
thorities. Examples include: 
. • Belchertown Housing Authority had understated tenants' annual 
gross-income totals in two of the eight Section 8 tenant rues re-
viewed. As a result, those tenants' shares of the contract rents 
were underestimated by $324. 
• Cambridge Housing Authority lost $4,428 in potential rental 
income and overcharged tenants $20,040 during the audit period. 
Both undercharging and overcharging were found in the Family 
Housing Program, Elderly Housing Program, Family Scattered-
Site Housing Program, and Leased Housing Program. 
• Georgetown Housing Authority included the costs of medical 
insurance and medical expenses, which are allowable deductions, 
in making certain rent determinations. As a result, two-thirds of 
the tenants reviewed were overcharged for rent, totalling $1,260. ' 
• Hatfield Housing Authority lacked sufficient documentation in its 
tenants' files to properly perform annual rent determinations. As 
a result, some tenants had been overcharged, while others had 
been undercharged for rent. 
• Plainville Housing Authority had not performed annual rent · 
determinations for 23 (58%) of the 40 units in the Authority's Eld-
erly Housing Program. As a result, the Authority lost potential 
rental income. 
• Sutton Housing Authority lacked sufficient documentation in 
more than half of its tenants' files reviewed to properly perform 
annual rent determinations. As a result, the Authority could not 
be assured that tenants were charged the correct amount for 
rent. 
• Upton Housing Authority lacked sufficient documentation in 
more than 75% of its tenants' rues reviewed to properly perform 
annual rent determinations. In addition, eleven (44% of those 
reviewed) contained errors in rent determination calculations; 
and fifteen (60% of those reviewed) did not contain the complete 
terms of the lease agreement. As a result, the Authority over-
charged some tenants and undercharged others for rent. 
... 
Noncompliance 
With State and 
Federal Laws and 
Regulations 
Authority Audits 
Several Authorities were not in compliance with various federal 
or state regulations or statutes. Such noncompliance could result in 
overspending or in loss of tax revenues. Examples include: 
• Braintree Housing Authority delayed payment for 11 months to a 
contractor who was awarded a disputed $2,992 through EOCD's 
admjnjstrative appeals process. As a result of the Authority's 
noncompliance with EOCD's directive, EOCD rated the Authority 
as deficient during an annual management review and limited its 
budget increases. 
• Everett Housing Authority did not test its family housing units 
for the presence oflead paint as required by Chapter 111, Sec-
tions 190 through 199, of the MGLs. The Lead Paint Law re-
quires testing for the removal of dangerous levels of lead in order 
to protect the health and safety of young children. 
• Georgetown Housing Authority did not issue the required Inter-
nal Revenue Service (IRS) 1099-MISC income information forms 
to a contractor who provided cleaning services. As a result, 
income of$1,375 may have gone unreported to the Common-
wealth and to the federal government. 
• Georgetown Housing Authority did not comply with EOCD regu-
lations and its own management policy regarding competitive bid 
proposals and contracted services. The Authority, in contracting 
for maintenance services for its Elderly Housing Program, did not 
solicit the required bid proposals before hiring a service provider 
and did not enter into a written contract with that particular ven-
dor. As a result, the Authority had no assurance that it received 
the lowest possible price for a service and had no way of guarding 
against costly charges by the vendor. 
• Grafton Housing Authority paid certain employees $3,180 in 
excess of the budgeted salary amounts approved by EOCD. In 
doing so, the Authority was in noncompliance with EOCD's Local 
Housing Authority Budget Guidelines and potentially denied re-
sources to its other service areas. 
• Newton Housing Authority did not comply with EOCD's ruling 
that payment for on-call services is not an allowable expenditure. 
During 1988, the Authority paid certain employees $85 a week 
for carrying a beeper in order to respond to tenant-reported main-
tenance problems during off-hours. 
17 
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OSA reports disclosed that several housing authorities did not 
adhere to certain Executive Office of Communities and Develop-
ment (EOCD) regulations regarding tenant selection and did not 
move expeditiously to fill vacant apartments. These conditions 
could result in lost rental income to the Authorities, as well as 
depriving eligible low-income persons of housing to which they are 
entitled. Examples include: 
• Agawam Housing Authority placed ineligible applicants on wait-
ing lists and also assigned housing to ineligible applicants. Dur-
ing the period October 1, 1986 to September 30, 1988,31 (43%) of 
the 72 persons assigned housing should have been determined 
income-ineligible. As a result, eligible persons in greater need 
had to wait longer for a unit or were deprived of affordable hous-
ing to which they were entitled. 
• Braintree Housing Authority placed certain applicants at the top 
of the waiting list for housing, ahead of applicants having higher 
eligibility status. As a result, eligible individuals were denied 
access to housing to which they were entitled. Additionally, the 
Board of Commissioners of the Authority did not adopt EO CD's 
new income-eligibility policy, which became effective April 1, 
1988, because Board members felt that the new state income 
levels were set too high. As a result, 16 applicants were denied 
places on the waiting list for state-aided low-income housing 
programs even though they were income-eligible. 
• Cambridge Housing Authority lost potential rental income to-
talling $35,665 because of excessive delays in preparing and 
filling 152 vacant units for new tenants. In addition to lost 
revenue, as a result of the delays, eligible tenants were deprived, 
at least temporarily, of subsidized housing facilities. 
• East Bridgewater Housing Authority had delays of more than 
fifteen days in filling sixteen vacant units. As a result, eligible 
tenants were deprived of these units, and the Authority lost 
$8,771 in potential rental income. 
... 
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The Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD) 
advances funds to local housing authorities for the construction and 
upkeep of the Commonwealth's public housing units. Excess money 
that is not returned in a timely manner upon project completion 
denies the Commonwealth the use of these funds that are provided 
through the sale of bonds on which the Commonwealth pays inter-
est. During the report period, the following instance of retention of 
excess development funds was disclosed: 
• East Bridgewater Housing Authority had excess development 
funds of$24,272, the return of which had been requested by 
EOCD. As a result, since February 1983, the Commonwealth has 
been denied the use of these funds either to invest or to fund 
housing elsewhere in the state. 
The three Authorities noted below did not maintain funds in 
interest-bearing accounts and thus lost potential income: 
• Chelmsford Housing Authority maintained its checking account 
funds in non-interest-bearing accounts. As a result, the Author-
ity lost an estimated $5,874 in potential interest income during 
fiscal year 1989. 
• Rehoboth Housing Authority lost $3,418 in potential interest 
income during the period January 1, 1987 to December 31, 1988 
because its funds were kept in non-inter est-bearing and low-
interest-bearing checking accounts. 
• Tyngsborough Housing Authority did not maintain its develop-
ment funds in interest-paying accounts. As a result, the Author-
ity lost an estimated $1,970 in potential interest income. When 
this matter was brought to the attention of the Authority, devel-
opment funds were immediately transferred to interest-paying 
accounts . The Authority was able to recoup an entire month's 
interest, thus reducing potentially lost interest income to $1,657. 
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An OSA audit of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
(MWRA) activities from July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1988 included a 
review of the Authority's operating expenses, procurement proce-
dures, and site-selection process for the Residuals Management 
Facility Plan. In addition, the report raised the issue of repayment 
of a debt owed to the Commonwealth by the MWRA. The following 
audit results were reported: 
The MWRA Management Procedures require that procurement of 
goods and services be made on a competitive basis. However, the 
audit disclosed that during fiscal year 1987, the MWRA awarded 
several consultant contracts without using a competitive-bidding 
process, thereby reducing the entity's ability to obtain the highest 
quality services at the lowest responsible price. 
• The MWRA, on February 18,1987, awarded a $1,271,969 Archi-
tecturallEngineering Design contract without using a competi-
tive-bidding process. 
• The MWRA noncompetitively awarded a $99,000 General Profes-
sional consultant contract and as a result, in this instance and 
the one above, the Authority could not be assured that it received 
the best service for the lowest responsible price. 
• The MWRA noncompetitively awarded two consultant contracts 
totalling $113,840 to its own Advisory Board. This resulted in 
funding the Board in excess of the amount authorized by statute 
and in creating the impression that the Board's ability to act im-
partially on Authority matters may have been compromised. 
Meeting American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(AI CPA) Statements on Auditing Standards (SAS) requirements for 
inventory control through periodic inventories is necessary for 
ensuring accountability with regard to the Authority's equipment 
and property. 
• The MWRA did not conduct periodic inventories of its furniture 
and equipment totaling $3.77 million. AB a result, the Authority 
could not be assured that its assets were being properly safe-
guarded. 
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Internal control deficiencies increase the potential for waste and 
abuse and may result in unnecessary expenditures and lost reve-
nues. Examples include: 
• The MWRA, from July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1988, spent $64,674 
for questionable expenditures, including $46,077 for a coffee 
service for MWRA employees; $6,476 for employee parking tick-
ets; $3,076 for chauffeur and babysitting services for members of 
its Board of DirectoI'S; and $3;223 for employee gifts. As a result, 
less money was available to promote the Authority's goals of 
providing quality water and sewerage services or for cleaning 
Boston Harbor. 
• The MWRA. did not require its Advisory Board to submit back-up 
documentation to support its expenses. Rather, the Advisory 
Board routinely received a quarterly $25,000 advance from the 
Authority. As a result, the potential existed that the MWRA. was 
paying in excess of actual expenses, particularly when interest 
income was considered. 
• The MWRA. did not comply with its own policies and procedures 
for processing business-expense reimbursement requests from 
employees and members of the Board of Directors. The OSA re-
viewed 577 invoices and reimbursement requests totaling 
$329,709 and found 185 instances of noncompliance. Of the 
invoices reviewed, 177 reimbursement requests totaling $223,308 
were processed and paid without appropriate documentation to 
support the expenses. Furthermore, a Board member spent a 
total of$11,282 on six out-of-state trips despite MWRA proce-
dures allowing reimbursement for expenses for only two out-of-
state trips. 
• The MWRA.'s enabling legislation required that the Authority 
repay the Commonwealth, prior to June 30, 1986, an amount 
equal to the fiscal year 1985 operating costs incurred by the 
Metropolitan District Commission's Water and Sewer divisions. 
This amount was determined by the Office of the Comptroller to 
be $20,403,285. However, as of July 6, 1989, the MWRA. had 
failed to repay $16,322,637 of this debt obligation, thus depriving 
the Commonwealth of the use of these funds, as well as related 
lost interest. 
*In February, 1990, the MWRA. repaid the Commonwealth the 
outstanding balance of $15.6 million (see p. 10). 
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A review of prior audit results is an important component of each 
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize 
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Housing authori-
ties have been particularly responsive to OSA recommendations 
and in most instances have moved expeditiously to improve their 
financial management practices, as indicated by the following 
examples: 
• The Authority has strengthened its administrative controls by 
discontinuing the practice of making improper interprogram pay-
ments to its Elderly Counseling Services Program and the prac-
tice of leasing a vehicle for its Executive Director without prior 
Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD) 
approval. 
• The Authority is now appropriately issuing Internal Revenue 
Service (mS) 1099-MISC income information forms. 
• The Authority has strengthened its cash-managment procedures, 
which has resulted in improved interest earned on available 
funds. The Authority has also converted its two remaining non-
interest-paying checking accounts to interest-paying accounts. 
• The Authority has achieved cost savings and improved housing 
maintenance by discontinuing the use of outside contractors. 
The Authority hired a part-time maintenance supervisor in 
October,1987. As a result, approximately $3,000 per year is 
being saved; preventive maintenance work is being performed; 
and the general condition of the dwelling units has improved. 
• The Authority has strengthened its administrative controls by 
properly maintaining payroll time sheets and attendance calen-
dars, improving procedures for cash disbursements and 
recordkeeping, ensuring that budget amounts for line-items are 
not exceeded, maintaining tenant ledger cards, and preparing 
accurate rent receipts and depositing these receipts promptly in a 
bank. 
• The Authority is now in compliance with EOCD's rent-determina-
tion and tenant selection regulations. 
• The Authority now obtains competitive bids as required by the 
Public Bidding Law and its own procurement policy. 
Hamilton Housing 
Authority 
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• The Authority issued the required IRS 1099-MISC income infor-
mation forms to all private contractors for services rendered 
during calendar years 1987 and 1988. 
• The Authority has made substantial progress toward implement-
ing recommendations to improve accounting and recordkeeping 
practices. 
• The Authority has improved its administrative and accounting 
controls in its Family Housing and Elderly Housing Programs. 
• The Authority has improved the safeguarding of its property and 
equipment by conducting a complete physical inventory of its 
property and equipment, properly affixing tags, and recording the 
required inventory information on the appropriate accounting 
documents. 
• The Authority is updating all information on tenants' applica-
tions prior to admission and all lease addenda are now being 
signed by both the tenant and the Authority's representative. 
Properly executed addenda to original leases are necessary in 
order to legally bind tenants and the Authority to rent payments. 
• The Authority issued the required IRS 1099-MISC income infor-
mation forms to all private contractors for services rendered 
during calendar years 1987 and 1988. 
• The Authority has improved its administrative and accounting 
controls, which has, in turn, improved its financial position. Cash 
balances are properly recorded, and bank charges for overdrawn 
checking accounts are no longer being incurred. 
• The Authority is obtaining competitive bid proposals and estab-
lishing written contractual agreements for services. 
• The Authority has substantially reduced its excess development 
and subsidy funds. On April 14, 1989, the Authority forwarded 
$397,034 in unexpended funds to EOCD. Accumulated excess 
subsidy payments have been reduced from $170,727 to $119,948. 
• The Authority has established the necessary documents, includ-
ing a vacancy ledger, applicant-eligibility list, and waiting list, to 
assure that eligible elderly applicants receive housing in a man-
ner that is fair and expeditious. 
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• The Authority has given higher priority to prompt preparation of 
apartments and to maintaining its waiting list of applicants on a 
current basis. As a result, delays in preparing and filling vacant 
apartments have been eliminated. 
• The Authority is now complying with EOCD's competitive bidding 
requirements in its purchasing process. 
• The Authority now maintains its funds in interest-paying ac-
counts. 
• The Authority's board has now adopted EOCD's guidelines for 
hiring practices. 
• The Authority has substantially strengthened its administrative 
and accounting controls. All required financial records and 
reports are now being maintained in accordance with EOCD's 
guidelines. 
• The Authority is preparing vacant apartments in a more timely 
manner and has also updated the waiting list from which poten-
tial tenants are selected. 
• The Authority has properly written off those balances over two 
years old that were deemed uncollectible and implemented collec-
tion procedures for balances owed by vacated tenants. In addi-
tion, amounts on tenants' security-deposit ledger cards agree with 
the Security-Deposit Account balance. 
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The following is an update of planned and ongoing OSA initia-
tives in the area of Authority audits: 
• The OSA is nearing completion of its review of EOCD's budgetary 
practices relative to how the agency estimates local housing au-
thority subsidy requirements and whether there are excess 
subsidy funds made available to local housing authorities. The 
audit will also include a review of EOCD's procurement process 
special programs for tenants in public housing. . 
• The OSA is nearing completion of its review of the Orange Line 
reconstruction project. This audit focuses on the MBTA's policies 
and practices pertaining to the awarding, coordinating, and re-
viewing of design engineer and construction contracts. 
• The OSA has completed and issued its audit of the Massachusetts 
Convention Center Authority, which focused on a review of con-
struction contracts and related expenditures. Details of the 
results of this audit will appear in the next Semi-Annual Report. 
• The OSA is planning a review of several areas within the Massa-
chusetts Turnpike Authority including its procurement reform 
initiative; construction contract award practices; toll collection 
controls and procedures; procurement policies related to the pro-
curement and disposition of motor vehicles, heavy equipment, 
other maintenance equipment, and office furnishings; and admin-
istrative policies and procedures governing travel and entertain-
ment. 
• The OSA is planning a comprehensive review of the four state 
college and university building authorities . The audit will exam-
ine the fee structure (room and board rates) of each Authority; 
methods employed to assess utility usage and reimbursement to 
the Commonwealth for such usage; the decision-making process 
for the construction, maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation of 
facilities; controls over furnishings and equipment; and cash 
management practices. The review will also compare the organi-
zation and functions of each Authority, as well as associated 
costs. 
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During the report period, the OSA re-
leased seventeen reports pertaining to state 
higher education audits, including eight 
audits of student financial assistance pro-
grams, a statewide review of higher educa-
tion trust funds, and an electronic data 
processing audit of North Shore Community 
College. Common results appearing in 
these audits include weaknesses in the 
areas of accounting and administrative con-
trols, property and equipment inventories, 
and trust funds. 
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OSA audits revealed numerous deficiencies pertaining to internal 
control policies and procedures in areas including accounts receiv-
able and student financial assistance programs. These weaknesses 
could distort fmancial statements, create vulnerabilities to waste 
and fraud, and result in unnecessary expenditures. 
• Quinsigamond Community College had not established sufficient 
procedures to monitor and collect delinquent accounts receivable. 
As of June 80, -1988, -the -accounts receivable balance was 
$265,224, of which -$165,739 (62%), may be uncollectible. Inaccu-
rate accounts receivable records and ineffective collection efforts 
distort the financial position of an institution and may result in a 
financial loss to the Commonwealth. 
• Roxbury Community College (RCC) lacked adequate controls over 
tuition and fee receivable balances, as evidenced by the following 
deficiencies: tuition-receivable balances were not accurate; ac-
counting controls over accounts receivable were not maintained; 
and outstanding tuition balances were not actively pursued. As a 
result, RCC could not determine how many students were cur-
rently enrolled, which students owed tuition balances, or how 
much was owed; nor could RCC bill accounts-receivable in a 
timely manner. 
• Roxbury Community College was not able to provide basic fiscal 
data necessary for the OSA to conduct a complete audit of its fed-
eral student financial assistance programs. The unavailable 
documents included the following: bank reconciliations and 
cancelled checks for program accounts at the Arlington Trust 
Company, a Pell Program statement of account, a statement of 
cash accountability, and cash journals and general ledgers. As a 
result, the OSA was unable to evaluate the following processes: 
cash management, financial reporting, cash disbursements, and 
coordination of grants. 
The Office of the Comptroller requires that all state agencies 
annually conduct a complete inventory of their fixed assets and 
report this inventory to the Office of the Comptroller. Non-compli-
ance with proper inventory control procedures may result in dupli-
cate purchases or the loss of property or equipment. For example: 
• University of Massachusetts (UMass)-BostOn's Student Activities 
Trust Fund did not list the equipment purchased by the Trust 
Fund in the University's fIXed asset inventory system. As a 
result, the University could not be assured that equipment pur-
chased by the Trust Fund was adequately safeguarded against 
loss or improper use. 
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Several of the OSA's education audits revealed violations of state 
and federal law and regulations in the areas of continuing education 
programs, student financial aid programs, and competitive bidding. 
• Bristol Community College was not in compliance with federal 
regulations requiring it to have a system in place to effectively 
manage the timing of the withdrawal of College Work Study, Pell 
Grant, Perkins Loan, and Guaranteed Student Loan funds from 
the U.S. Treasury and the ultimate disbursement of those funds. 
As a result, there was no guarantee that the drawdowns of these 
federal funds were limited to the College's immediate needs. In 
addition, the College was not in compliance with federal regula-
tions that required it to return to the federal government $10,251 
in interest that was earned on College Work Study funds. 
• Framingham State College had not established a cost accounting 
system that would provide an equitable basis for allocating over-
head costs to the Continuing Education Program. Accordingly, 
there was inadequate assurance that the College, in compliance 
with Chapter 15 of the MGLs, was operating this program at no 
cost to the Commonwealth. 
• Northern Essex Community College did not have systems in 
place to effectively manage the timing of the withdrawal of fed-
eral student financial aid funds from the U.S. Treasury and the 
ultimate disbursement of those funds. Federal regulations and 
the U.S. Department of Education require that drawdowns of 
federal funds be limited to the College's immediate needs. 
• Northern Essex Community College awarded students financial 
assistance without evidence that such students were not in 
default on any federally funded assistance program. In addition, 
in some cases, awards were made in excess of need, resulting in 
questionable costs of$12,022. 
• Northern Essex Community College did not return to the federal 
government $4,385 in interest earned on the federally funded 
College Work Study Program as required by federal regulations. 
• Roxbury Community College did not operate its Division of 
Extended Education (DEE) Program at no cost to the Common-
wealth as required by Chapter 15A of the MGLs. A prior report 
noted that the College had applied a five-percent assessment as a 
basis for reimbursing the Commonwealth for DEE operating ex-
penses. However, instead of reimbursing the Commonwealth, 
officials deposited the intended reimbursement of $38,682 into 
trust fund accounts. The current review disclosed that RCC had 
still not transferred to the Commonwealth the $38,682 held in 
the trust funds. 
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Roxbury Community College was cited in a prior audit for circum-
venting the competitive bidding process when purchasing $78,525 
worth of maintenance and cleaning supplies. The current review 
noted that the College was still in noncompliance with purchasing 
requirements. 
• Southeastern Massachusetts University, in the administration of 
one of its Spotlight Programs funded by the Board of Regents' 
Collaborative Project, expended $44,740 in excess of its approved 
budget. The University received this money from fees charged to 
participants for services provided under the Spotlight Programs; 
however, these anticipated fees were not reflected in the Univer-
sity's Spotlight Program budget request to the Regents. 
• The University of Lowell was not in compliance with federal 
regulations requiring it to have a system in place to effectively 
manage the timing of the withdrawal of federal funds from the 
U.S. Treasury and the ultimate disbursement of those funds. 
Federal law requires that drawdowns of federal funds be limited 
to an institution's immediate needs and the University could be 
subject to penalties for the excess cash on hand. 
Higher education trust funds contain funds and property, other 
than appropriated funds or state-owned property, that are entrusted 
to institutions in the higher education system. These trust funds 
generally have designated sources of funding, as well as designated 
uses. During fiscal year 1987, college trust-fund expenditures repre-
sented approximately $549,929,887, or 47% of the total $1.17 billion 
in funds expended by the higher education institutions. The audit 
focused on trust fund administration controls necessary to assure 
appropriate expenditures and maximization of interest income. In 
addition to a statewide review of higher education trust funds, the 
OSA released two other audits during the report period that re-
vealed weaknesses in the use and management of trust funds. 
• The Statewide Review of Higher Education Trust Funds revealed 
that trust accounting systems lacked uniformity and consistency 
both among colleges and, in most cases, within each college. The 
OSA believes that a comprehensive, uniform accounting and re-
porting system will improve both the financial reporting and the 
effective monitoring of that system. In addition, the OSA found 
that financial reports generated by many of the institutions are 
incompatible with the Commonwealth's annual financial-report-
ing requirements. The OSA recommends implementation and 
compliance with the Office of the Comptroller's recently issued 
accounting and reporting procedures for college trust funds so as 
to provide the Legislature, Board of Regents, the Office of the 
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Comptroller and the OSA with detailed monitoring and planning 
data. The OSA further found that 25 of the 27 institutions did not 
assign trust-fund employees to work that was independent of or 
served to check on the work of another. This lack of segregation of 
duties is in noncompliance with generally accepted internal con-
trol principles since there is no system of checks and balances. 
• Higher Education Trust Funds had systemic weaknesses in their 
cash management. The audit showed that the majority of institu-
tions used inadequate methods of identifying available balances 
and earned comparatively low yields because they tended to 
maintain small amounts in many accounts. In some cases, col-
leges maintained substantial sums in non-interest-bearing ac-
counts. TheOSA recommended the pooling of trust funds at each 
college, thereby increasing the accrued interest rate and invest-
ment earnings since investments would be larger and could be 
held for longer durations. 
• Institutions of public higher education have developed relation-
ships with independent organizations, such as foundations and 
athletic associations. Through these relationships, colleges have 
shielded some of their activities from regulatory and monitoring 
oversight and have allowed the independent organizations to 
conduct activities in the name of the school and the Common-
wealth without supervision. Of31 such organizations associated 
with 24 schools, 30 claim to be autonomous and beyond the scru-
tiny of the OSA, college trustees, the Board of Regents, or any 
other state agency charged with the responsibility of monitoring 
the system of higher education. However, the following factors 
indicate that these organizations are not, in fact, independent of 
their affiliated institutions: 
Of 31 independent organizations, eight had governing boards 
which included officers of the affiliated college; 
Eleven schools had transferred scholarships and other funds for 
which they were responsible to foundations for administration; 
Some organizations were administered, even directed, by state 
employees paid through appropriations intended for the opera-
tion of the colleges; and 
Each organization used an educational institution's name to 
raise funds. 
The OSA recommended that trustees secure, through statute or 
agreement, the right of each college and its regulators, including the 
OSA, to review the books and records of any organization which uses 
the college for fundraising or in any other manner which could be 
construed as an agent of the college. 
-Education Audits 
• Roxbury Community College (RCC) did not maintain adequate 
accounting control over its trust fund accounts. Specifically, RCC 
did not (1) reconcile bank statements on a monthly basis, (2) 
maintain supporting documentation for receipts and disburse-
ments, and (3) prepare financial reports on an annual basis. As a 
result of these inadequate accounting controls, RCC incurred in 
excess of $22,000 in overdraft charges during fiscal year 1987. In 
addition, the OSA identified approximately $20,000 in possible 
double payments made to RCC trust account vendors from July 1, 
1985 to March 31,1987. These inadequate accounting controls 
prevented the College from ensuring that all trust fund receipts 
were received, deposited, and credited properly; ensuring that all 
trust fund disbursements were properly authorized and charged 
to the proper accounts; detecting errors in its bank statements; 
and determining the true cash balances and financial position of 
these trust accounts. 
• UMass-Boston's Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) had 
several deficiencies in its financial management, including (1) the 
existence of two separate but not totally complete accounting sys-
tems for SATF activity, resulting in (1) a duplication of work 
effort in the campus Controller's Student Activities Office; (2) 
economic decisions being made, based on either system, which 
would not have up-to-date or accurate accounting information, (3) 
inefficient use of student activities staff needed to maintain the 
manual staff, and (4) student-passed budgets being based on 
inaccurate club, organization, and activities balances when using 
the manual system. 
• UMass-Boston's Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) partially 
funded several student-operated businesses with the goal that 
they would become self-supporting; however, the accounting 
activity for these businesses did not provide management with 
the necessary information to make business decisions relative to 
the success or failure of an enterprise or the level of needed 
subsidies . As a result, various SATF assets could be wasted on 
unproductive business activities. 
• UMass-Boston's Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) overused 
its emergency checking account, thereby rendering it counter-
productive to its intended purpose. Although established for 
emergency situations that require the ability to "cut a check" im-
mediately, the checking account had been utilized for 16% of 
SATF's total annual expenditures. 
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A review of prior audit results is an important component of each 
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize 
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Among the higher 
education institutions that implemented the OSA's recommenda-
tions were the following: 
• The College improved its internal controls over its issuance of 
Athletic Center membership 'cards by prenumbering and account-
ing for all cards and by depositing receipts from the sale ofmem-
berships on a daily basis. 
• The College improved its bookkeeping and financial recordkeep-
ing practices for its Center for Lifelong Learning by maintaining 
a general ledger and cash disbursements journal and by deposit-
ing on a daily basis receipts from the collection of fees and tuition. 
• The College improved its controls over vending machine income 
by having school personnel physically observe the collection of 
cash when machines are emptied by the vendor and by reconcil-
ing machine meter readings to the cash collected. 
• The College has made significant improvements in its accounting 
records for its Division of Extended Education and is now recon-
ciling bank statements, recording expenditures, recording payroll 
warranta, and preparing financial reports. 
• The College is no longer using successive year's appropriations to 
pay prior year's bills. 
• The College complied with the OSA recommendation to write off 
$113,047 in uncollectible accounts receivable. 
• The College significantly improved the accountability and man-
agement control over its funds by (1) implementing a PC-based 
general ledger accounting system; (2) reconciling the Clearing 
Account and all other bank accounts on a timely basis; (3) adapt-
ing ita student accounts-receivable system to reflect all paymenta 
and changes made during the course of a semester; (4) reconciling 
accounta-receivable summary data to cash-receipts records; (5) 
adequately documenting trust-fund expenditures; (6) standardiz-
ing bookkeeping entries through the use of the MMARS policy 
and procedures manuals; and (7) maintaining adequate segrega-
tion of functions for proper internal control. 
-Initiatives 
Special Education 
Law (Chapter 766) 
Student Financial 
Aid Programs 
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Listed below are planned and ongoing initiatives related to 
higher education and to activities overseen by the Department of 
Education: 
• The OSA's divisions of Audit Operations and Electronic Data 
Processing are assisting its Division of Local Mandates in a com-
prehensive state-wide study of Chapter 766, the law intended to 
ensure a child's rights to equal educational opportunity despite 
special needs. This study is targeting such areas as student 
placement, mainstreaming, the role of educational collaboratives, 
private school tuitions, transportation, and the role and responsi-
bility of various state agencies in ensuring program success (see 
p.73). 
• The OSA has issued audits of federal student financial aid pro-
grams at eleven state colleges and universities and is in the 
process of conducting similar audits at the remaining institutions 
of higher education. These audits are being performed as part of 
the OSA's participation in the Single Audit of the Common-
wealth's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. 
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Human Services 
Audits 
During the audit report period, the OSA 
released fourteen reports pertaining to 
human services activities, seven of which 
contained audit results. These reports 
revealed deficiencies in such areas as: 
controls over client funds, revenue maximi-
zation, program oversight, and accounting 
and administrative controls. 
... 
Audit Results 
Deficiencies In 
Client Care, 
Health and Safety 
Standards 
Inadequate 
Accounting and 
Administrative 
Controls 
Human Services Audits 
Two OSA audit reports disclosed conditions which potentially 
threatened either the public health or the health and safety of 
particular clients. 
• The Department of Mental Health's Massachusetts Mental 
Health Center Area Office had only one case manager to serve all 
of its approximately 107 child/adolescent and 33 adult clients. As 
a result, this individual could not perform all of his case-manage-
ment responsibilities and was unable to ensure that all clients 
were receiving their required sernces. 
• Dorchester Mental Health Center placed clients in several resi-
dences operated by the Dorchester Counseling Center which were 
not licensed in accordance with Chapter 140 of the MOLe, the 
statute which ensures proper health and safety conditions 
through a licensing process. As a result, clients' health and 
safety were potentially at risk. 
• Dorchester Mental Health Center's pharmacy honored incomplete 
prescriptions from its clients, thereby compromising the protec-
tions intended by the prescription process. 
Adequate accounting and administrative controls help maximize 
state non-tax revenue collections of accounts receivable and help 
minimize misuse of state funds. The following entities had deficien-
cies pertaining to internal control policies and procedures: 
• The Department of Mental Health (DMH) did not verify the 
accuracy of invoices submitted by four service providers who were 
awarded contracts tota]]jng more than $3.2 million during fiscal 
year 1988; As a result, DMH may have paid these vendors more 
than $30,000 for services that were not provided. 
• The Disabled Persons Protection Commission's former acting 
Executive Director overpaid a vendor $622 on four' invoices. 
Commission officials could not explain these overpayments and 
will attempt to obtain repayment of the $622 from the provider. 
• Metropolitan State Hospital had continuing problems concerning 
internal control over its payroll system, including the following: 
sign infout sheets were not available or not complete for 10 of 20 
employees tested; supervisory signatures appeared on only 11 of 
61 days of sign infout sheets; and only 9 of 20 computerized leave 
balances agreed with the manual attendance calendars. As a 
result, the Hospital could not be assured that its employees 
actually worked the hours for which they were paid and had little 
basis for determining employees' vacation and sick leave bal-
ances. 
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• South Shore Elder Services, Inc. (SSES) did not remit $53,195 in 
client fees to the Executive Office of Elderly Affairs (EOEA) 
within the time period required by EOEA regulations. EOEA 
regulations require home-care corporations to remit the fees they 
receive from their sliding-fee clients to EOEA within 20 calendar 
days following the end of each month in which the fees are col-
lected. However, SSES averaged 66 days to remit $58,195 in 
fees collected during fiscal years 1987 and 1988. As a result, the 
Commonwealth lost the use of this money for an extended period 
of time. 
• South Shore Elder Services, Inc. (SSES) incurred $25,062 in 
unnecessary accounting expenditures. Due to its failure to main-
tain current and accurate financial information for fiscal year 
1987 and 1988 as required by its contract with the Executive 
Office of Elder Affairs (EOEA), SSES had to pay a certified public 
accounting firm $18,370 to reconstruct its financial records so 
that it could provide EOEA with the required audited financial 
statements. In addition, during this two-year period, SSES paid 
a computer service bureau a total of $6,692 to provide it with a 
computer printout of its general ledger despite the fact that SSES 
officials were aware that the balances in their general ledger 
accounts were inaccurate. 
Strict monitoring of client funds is important to ensure accurate 
balances of clients' accounts and to protect their interest income. 
The need for improvement over the management of client funds was 
noted at the following facility: 
• Metropolitan State Hospital's inadequate management of the 
Patient Fund included several deficiencies: the Hospital's disposi-
tion of patients' funds did not comply with Department of Mental 
Health regulations; the Hospital exercised poor internal controls 
over patients' accounts in the Patient Fund; and the Hospital, by 
not complying with state regulations, deprived some patients of 
interest income on their funds. 
The State Comptroller's Policy Manual requires all state entities 
to keep complete inventories and to tag equipment in order to 
ensure that property is safeguarded and used for its intended 
purposes. Several reports identified areas where controls needed 
improvement. For example: 
.. 
Inadequate 
Programmatic 
Oversight 
Human Services Audits 
• The Department of Correction's Division of Food and Farm Serv-
ices did not reconcile raw products received, and finished products 
delivered, with vendor invoices and sale slips. As a result, the 
total volume (poundage) of meat processed during the year could 
not be reconciled to the beginning and ending inventories. 
• The Disabled Persons Protection Commission did not maintain 
current inventory records, tag property for identification, or com-
plete an annual physical inventory. "Also, as a result of keeping 
inadequate inve"ntOry records, 'the Commissioner's June 30, 1988 
GAAP financial report to the Office of the Comptroller under-
stated its inventory of property and equipment by $66,362. As a 
result, the Commission had less than reasonable assurance that 
its assets were being properly safeguarded. 
• Dorchester Mental Health Center's (DMHC) pharmacy did not 
maintain a perpetual inventory or conduct annual inventories of 
pharmaceuticals. As a result, DMHC increased the risk of pos-
sible misuse, loss, or duplicate purchase. 
• Metropolitan State Hospital had not maintained its inventory 
system as required by the Office of the Comptroller, since August, 
1986. In addition, the Hospital lacked adequate internal controls 
over its clothing, housekeeping, and hygiene inventory. Specifi-
cally, the Hospital did not conduct a physical inventory of hygiene 
items or prepare monthly reports for clothing and housekeeping 
inventory. As a result, the Hospital's assets were exposed to 
possible loss or misuse. 
The OSA found that two entities lacked appropriate oversight 
over their programs. In addition to financial and statutory compli-
ance, OSA audits help to ensure that state-funded programs are 
operating so as to provide appropriate and effective services to their 
clients , 
• The Department of Mental Health (DMH), between April 1, 1985 
and June 30, 1988, had been unable to fully comply with statutes 
and regulations regarding the care and treatment of mentally ill 
children" In July, 1984, the Governor issued Executive Order 244 
(EO 244 ) which, along with language in the Commonwealth's 
1986 and 1987 fiscal budgets, required DMH to ensure that no 
individual under the age of 19 be allowed to reside in any state 
hospital or inpatient unit of a mental health center unless housed 
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in a separate unit with individuals of the same age group. De-
spite DMH's efforts to improve the quality of services it provides 
to mentally ill children/adolescents, and significant progress 
towards removing all children from adult wards, the Department 
was unable to fully comply with EO 244 and DMH regulations 
due to (1) an inadequate number of aftercare programs in which 
to place children who are ready to be discharged from one of 
DMH's child/adolescent acute units and/or Intensive Residential 
Treatment Programs, and (2) the lack of a written interagency 
agreement that requires other state agencies to place their child 
clients (children whom the agencies placed in a DMH program) in 
aftercare programs within the time period prescribed by DMH 
regulations. AB a result of these problems, between November, 
1985 and June, 1988, DMH placed 411 children on adult wards of 
state hospitals and state mental health centers, and also allowed 
198 children to reside in seven of its inpatient programs for 
longer periods than allowed by DMH regulations. 
• The Department of Mental Health's (DMH) Division of Child! 
Adolescent Services' monitoring of its Intensive Residential 
Treatment Programs (lRTPs) and acute units needed to be im-
proved. Specifically, the audit disclosed that (1) the Division's 
four IRTPs billed DMH $30,360 for services to clients who were 
not in these programs; (2) the Division could produce documenta-
tion to 8ubstantiate only 229 of the 355 quarterly Individual 
Service Plan review meetings required by DMH Policy #86-1 for 
each client. and as a result, DMH could not be assured that these 
clients received all required services; and (3) the Division's client-
tracking report contained 109 instances, among the 262 clients 
reviewed. of inaccurate information regarding clients' program 
admission. discharge dates, and places of legal residence. 
.. 
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The following examples of loss of potential revenue were noted: 
• Dorchester Mental Health Center dispensed medications at no 
cost to clients who were able to pay for these medications, and as 
a result, lost potential revenue which could have been spent in 
areas of greater need. 
• Metropolitan State Hospital lost potential revenue due to its 
failure to seek reimbursements for surplus drugs from the drug 
manufacturer. The Hospital was able to receive credit for only 27 
of the 164 types of expired drugs that were on hand during a 
prior audit. Furthermore, in disposing of the remaining drug 
types through incineration, the Hospital was not in compliance 
with federal regulations concerning the recording and method of 
disposal. 
• Metropolitan State Hospital lacked documentation to support 
commissions from vending machines located throughout the 
Hospital. Without proper documentation, the Hospital could not 
be assured that it had received the proper amount in commissions 
from the vendor. 
• South Shore Elder Services (SSES) did not comply with state 
laws and Executive Office of Elder Services regulations when it 
paid a total of$9,997 to its landlord to construct partitions in its 
office. Because public funding was used for this construction 
project, and the cost was over $5,000, the contract should have 
been awarded through the competitive bidding process. As a 
result of not having done so, SSES cannot be assured that it 
received the highest quality services at the lowest cost. 
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A review of prior audit results is an important component of each 
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize 
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Among the human 
services entities that implemented the OSA's recommendations 
were the following: 
• The Division has established adequate financial records to sup-
port and prepare financial statements; implemented adequate 
controls over its sales and revenues; segregated duties over 
receipts, billings, and receivables; complied with all plant and 
farm sales procedures; and improved product inventory proce-
dures. 
• The Center is no longer expending salary costs in excess of the 
Partnership Provider Agreement with the Commonwealth. 
• The Center is now maintaining proper inventory records, taking 
annual physical-property counts, and tagging equipment. 
• The Institution has established adequate internal controls in the 
areas of accounting, inmates' savings bonds, and inventory. 
• The Hospital is no longer paying prior-year expenses with the 
next year's appropriation. 
• The Hospital is now charging its employees the required rates for 
rents and meals. 
• The Hospital is now ensuring that all consultant payments are 
fully supported and documented. 
• The Hospital has improved its internal controls over maintenance 
appropriation expenditures by implementing the procedures re-
quired by MMARS. 
• The Hospital is no longer paying the salaries of employees who 
were performing services for other agencies within the Depart-
ment of Mental Heaith. 
-Initiatives 
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The following is an update of planned and ongoing initiatives in 
the area of human services: 
• The OSA is planning a follow-up review on the status of the 
AAB's implementation of eleven recommendations contained in a 
study by the Joint Legislative Committee on Human Services and 
~lderly Affairs. The OSA audit will update the status of the prior 
report and identify the progress the AAB has made towards ful-
filling its mandate. 
• The OSA is planning an audit to review the case management 
services provided through vendors for the Department of Social 
Services. . 
• The OSA is preparing to release an audit which examines compli-
ante by the Department of Social Services and the District Attor-
neys' Offices with the requirements of Chapter 288 of the Acts of 
1983, the Child Abuse Reporting Act. 
• The OSA is continuing an audit which focuses on the controls 
over client funds at state schools and hospitals. 
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Judiciary flaw 
Enforcement Audits 
Thirteen judiciary audits were released 
during the audit period, five of which dis-
closed recurring problems in the areas of 
accounting, administrative, and inventory 
controls. Also, four of the audits contained 
prior audit findings that had been ade-
quately addressed by the auditees. 
-Audit Results 
Inadequate 
AccounHng and 
Administrative 
Controls 
Judiciary fLow Enforcement Audits 
Several reports revealed various accounting, recordkeeping and 
other internal control weaknesses. These deficiencies could distort 
financial statements, create vulnerabilities to waste and fraud, and 
result in unnecessary expenditures. Examples include: 
• The Administrative Office of the Superior Court Department did 
not maintain the standard attendance calendars for its law clerks 
and court reporters as required by the Trial Court's Personnel 
Policies and Procedures' Manual: · As a -result, the Office lacked 
documented control over sick and vacation-time allotments, and 
could not be sure that persons were paid for time actually 
worked. 
• The Committee on Criminal Justice's internal control system for 
its payroll had the following deficiencies: $25,084 of payroll ex-
penses was improperly allocated between state and federal ac-
counts, and no supervisory approval appeared on the Committee's 
weekly attendance sheets for the last quarter of fiscal year 1987. 
• The Committee on Criminal Justice lacked adequate controls 
over its advance accounts. Advance monies were improperly used 
for payment of "03" consulting services totalling $9,825; expendi-
tures of advances were not reported to the Office of the Comptrol-
ler on a monthly basis; bank reconciliations for the advance 
account were not performed on a monthly basis; and the Commit-
tee did not have bank statements and supporting documentation 
for May and June 1987. 
• The Committee on Criminal Justice had inadequate cash-dis-
bursement controls as follows: $14,191 of state funds was used in 
payment of expenditures for a federally funded program; two du-
plicate payments totalling $2,544 were not recovered by the Com-
mittee; no supporting documentation for telephone expenditures 
totalling $7,633 during the period January through June 1987 
could be provided; and the Committee improperly paid $721 for a 
photocopier expenditure of the Massachusetts Criminal Justice 
Training Council. 
• Dorchester District Court's Clerk-Magistrate's Office did not 
reconcile its cash receipts totalling $428,500 with the monthly 
statements of receipts issued by the Office of the Comptroller 
before transferring them to the State Treasurer's Office. As a 
result, the Court could not be assured that its receipts were 
properly credited to its accounts or that the State Treasurer's 
Office received all money transferred by the Court. In addition, 
the Court was not reconciling its bank accounts, and could not 
account for the $61,081 by which the cashbook balance exceeded 
the bank balance. 
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• 
Dorchester District Court's Probation Office had not reconciled its 
bank statements since at least 1979. As a result, the Office was 
unsure of its cash position and could not detect possible errors in 
its books of account or possible errors made by the bank.. 
• Dorchester District Court erroneously paid $2,450 in bail forfei-
tures to the City of Boston. In addition, the Clerk-Magistrate's 
Office remitted in error motor vehicle fines totalling $94,883 to 
the City of Boston. These overpayments resulted in a loss of 
revenue available to the Commonwealth. 
The State Comptroller's Policy Manual requires all state entities 
to keep complete inventories to ensure that property is safeguarded 
and used for its intended purposes. The following reports identified 
weaknesses in this area: 
• The Committee on Criminal Justice did not conduct required 
annual physical inventories of its equipment or maintain current 
sufficient inventory records. As a result, the Committee was ex-
posing its property and equipment to possible loss or misuse. 
• Dorchester District Court did not permanently tag all of its office 
equipment and maintain current inventory records. As a result, 
the Court exposed the equipment to possible loss or misuse. 
The following entities were not in compliance with applicable 
state law: 
• The Committee on Criminal Justice did not comply with Execu-
tive Office of Administration and Finance approval procedures for 
"03" consultant contracts. In addition, payments amounting to 
$5,494 were made to a consultant for whom the Committee could 
not provide a contract. 
• The Hampden District Attorney's Office retained federal narcotic 
forfeiture funds of $160,282 in a local bank account rather than 
in an account maintained by the State Treasurer's Office. Chap-
ters 29 and 30 of the MGLs require that all funds received on 
account of the Commonwealth be paid into the State Treasury. 
As a result, appropriate controls over these funds did not exist 
and interest potential was not maximized. 
... 
RetenHon of 
Inactive or 
Defaulted Ball 
Funds 
Judiciary/Law Enforcement Audits 
Chapter 200A of the MGLs establishes regulations relative to 
retention of bail accounts maintained by the courts of the Common-
wealth. By not returning this money in a timely manner, courts 
deny the Commonwealth the timely use of these funds. OSA audits 
revealed the following instances of noncompliance with bail regula-
tions: 
• Ayer District Court's Clerk-Magistrate's Office maintained bail 
accounts totalling $255 that had been·inactive for five years or 
more, and, in accordance with Chapter 200A of the MGLs, should 
have been presumed abandoned and transferred to the State 
Treasurer's Office. In addition, the Clerk-Magistrate's Office 
maintained seven bail accounts totalling $1,575 from cases that 
were in default status and, as such, should have been forfeited 
and paid to the State Treasurer's Office. 
• Ayer District Court's Probation Office maintained 11 cases (7 
court costs and 4 restitutions) totalling $3,554 that were in 
default status for 90 days and, as such, should have been remit-
ted to the appropriate recipients. 
• Dorchester District Court's Probation Office had $8,726 in funds 
being held on inactive cases over one year old and, as such, 
should have been remitted to the State Treasurer's Office. In 
addition, the Court could not provide documentation as to the 
location and disposition of $73,415 in funds held at one time on 
inactive cases. 
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A review of prior audit results is an important component of each 
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize 
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Among the judicial 
system institutions that implemented the OSA's recommendations 
contained in prior audit reports were the following: 
• The Office has strengthened its administrative controls by main-
taining a current inventory of property and equipment and a 
Budgetary Control Register. 
• The Court has improved the safeguarding of its property by 
performing an annual inventory of furniture and equipment. 
• The Office has strengthened its internal accounting controls by 
improving recording and reconciling mechanisms and increasing 
the timeliness with which statements on overdue accounts are 
sent. 
• The Court is now maintaining a Budgetary Control Register for 
expenditures under appropriation and is also reconciling them to 
the Office of the Comptroller's records. 
• The Court is now reconciling its accounts to bank statements on a 
monthly basis. 
• The Court is now properly accounting for advance monies by 
preparing required "Return of Advance" forms and by returning 
unused funds. 
• The Court is taking the necessary steps to gain repayment of 
funds paid to an employee for unearned sick leave. 
• The Court is now complying with the reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements of the Office ofthe Comptroller and the Chief Ad-
ministrative Justice's Office by submitting its monthly revenue to 
the State Treasurer's Office under the proper account numbers. 
.... 
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Massachusetts 
Listed below are planned and ongoing audit initiatives in the 
areas of the judiciary and law enforcement: 
• The OSA has begun a review of the Office of the Chief Adminis-
trative Justice, its various departments, and the trial courts 
under its jurisdiction (i.e., district, superior, probate, juvenile, 
and housing). This top-down approach will help identify material 
. and common financial and administrative issues in each compo-
nent of the judicial system so that uniform recommendations can 
be made. 
• The OSA is continuing a statewide compliance audit of the sys-
tems in place at district courts for processing CMVIs. Prior audit 
results have indicated that the Commonwealth and its munici-
palities are being deprived of the timely use of substantial 
amounts of revenue due them for civil motor vehicle infractions. 
• The OSA has begun an audit of the activities of state entities that 
provide public counsel services and legal assistance services to 
income-eligible Massachusetts citizens. This audit will focus on 
the Committee for Public Counsel Services, the agency that 
receives the majority of the funds expended for public counsel 
services. 
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Agencies 
During the report period, the OSA also 
released 29 other audits pertaining to 
various federal, state and local entities. 
These reports included 5 federal EPA Con-
struction Grant audits, 22 audits of state 
and legislative agencies, and 2 audits of 
local entities. 
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The following examples ofloss of potential revenue were noted: 
• The Department of Environmental Management (DEM) failed to 
set reasonable and responsible fees over its permit-holder pro-
gram or to effectively collect the ones it had established. Specifi-
cally, DEM had not adjusted its permit-program rates since the 
summer of 1975 in spite of rapidly rising operating costs and the 
fact that fees at privately owned facilities were considerably 
higher. This failure · may have resulted in lost revenue to the. 
Commonwealth approximating $6.4 million per year. 
• The Department of Environmental Management had not estab-
lished internal controls to ensure that people using state property 
obtained and paid for appropriate permits or that the fees col-
lected were properly deposited and accounted for. This deficiency 
resulted in an indeterminable revenue loss to the Commonwealth. 
• The Department ofIndustrial Accidents did not identify, bill and 
collect all eligible fees, fines and late charges due from certain 
entities as required by Chapter 152 of the MOLs. These monies, 
due from insurance companies, employers, self-insured private 
companies, and self-insured public entities and totalling 
$3,117,000, were not available to reduce assessments charged to 
employers within the Commonwealth. 
Adequate accounting and administrative controls help to ensure 
that state funds are being spent properly and efficiently. Several 
reports during this period revealed various accounting, recordkeep-
ing, and other internal control weaknesses. Examples include: 
• The Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission (ABCC) had not 
established any written policies and procedures relative to the 
conducting of inspections of establishments that sell alcoholic bev-
erages. Rather, investigators were allowed to arbitrarily choose 
which establishments to randomly inspect. Moreover, unless in-
vestigators found a violation, they did not document which estab-
lishments were visited. As a result, the ABCC could not document 
the number, frequency, or geographic distribution of its random 
inspections. 
• The Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission (ABCC), which is 
charged with maintaining information on deposits and/or han-
dling charges received or refunded by bottlers and distributors, 
did not have an adequate system of identifying the distributors of 
non-alcoholic beverages. As a result, the total deposit fund value 
on ABCC's record may be understated, and a potential loss of 
revenue income to the state may have occurred. 
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• Bristol County Development Council had the following deficien-
cies in its internal control system: (1) there was no segregation 
of duties, meaning the same person maintained the books and 
records, prepared the checks, and reconciled the bank statements; 
(2) the signatory stamp was not safeguarded; (3) no approval by a 
board member was required for payment of invoices; (4) charges 
to petty cash were undocumented; (5) checks were made out to 
ca$;, (6) there was an .uwecorded bank account with unauthor-
ized signatures; and (7) refunds and expenses for tours on a 
cruise ship were not properly documented. 
• The Commissioner's Office in the Department of Fisheries, Wild-
life, and Environmental Law Enforcement did not have adequate 
control over expenditures and advances. Specifically, the Office 
did not reconcile and report expenditures of advances on a 
monthly basis and did not segregate the advance activity from 
the other transactions. As a result, the Office could not rely on 
its records to reconcile the advance bank account at year-end and 
had no assurance that it was paying only for goods and services 
actually received. 
• The Commissioner's Office in the Department of Fisheries, Wild-
life, and Environmental Law Enforcement did not have adequate 
expenditure-control procedures to ensure that the Commonwealth 
paid only for goods and services received. For example, payment 
vouchers did not always contain supervisory approval or vendor 
certification, .without which it could not be determined whether 
expenditures were necessary, were entirely for goods and services 
received, and were made in a fiscally prudent manner. 
• The Department of Environmental Management's Forests and 
Parks Division failed to adequately monitor its collection proce-
dures and update internal controls. Specifically, weaknesses 
were detected relating to unissued receipt forms, cash receipt rec-
onciliations, supervision of cash collections, retention of occu-
pancy records, and physical security. As a result of these weak-
nesses, a comparison of potential income to actual remittances at 
Scusset Beach State Park indicated that $1,160 had not been 
accounted for. 
• The Department of Labor and Industries had not implemented an 
internal control system over its inventory of asbestos licenses and 
certificates issued under the provisions of Chapter 706 of the Acts 
of 1986. Because of these inadequate internal controls , the De-
partment was unable to document and demonstrate that the 
revenue recorded during 1988 represented all of the asbestos 
revenues that could have been realized during 1988. 
.... 
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• The Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA), through the 
Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism, a subordinate office 
ofEOEA and the primary user of the contract, failed to enforce 
certain contractual requirements with its advertising agency, . 
resulting in excess compensation payments to the agency. Under 
the contract, the advertising agency was to receive minimum 
compensation payments of $560,000 based on the purchase by 
EOEA of $4 million in advertising services, provided that if 
EOEA purchased less than $3 million in services, the agency's 
compensation payment provision would be renegotiated. Al-
though EOEA purchased only $2.3 million in advertising services, 
EOEA did not enforce its contractual rights and obligations, thus 
paying the advertising agency $221,800 in excess of services 
rendered. 
• The Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism (MOTI) failed 
to include in its fiscal year 1989 budget request, .approved by 
EOEA, amounts necessary to fund a $1 million increase in com-
missionable advertising services and $140,000 in additional com-
pensation to its advertising agency for its services. This failure 
resulted in a reduced tourism advertising program and the actual 
diversion of funds from other programs to pay the advertising 
agency part ofits $560,000 minimum compensation payment. 
(See preceding audit result.) 
• The Oak Bluffs Water Department, which was audited at the 
request of the Barnstable County District Attorney's Office, 
needed to improve internal controls over its billing and cash-
collection cycles. These deficiencies resulted in missing funds 
totalling at least $428 (see p. 66). 
The State Comptroller's Policy Manual requires all state entities 
to keep complete inventories and to tag equipment in order to 
ensure that inventory is safeguarded and used for its intended 
purposes. The following OSA audit revealed deficiencies in the 
control over property and equipment: 
• The Executive Office of Energy Resources (EOER) did not have 
adequate internal controls over the inventory of its equipment. 
As a result, EOER could not be assured its assets were properly 
safeguarded. 
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The state's procurement of services is governed not only by a 
strict set of procurement laws but also relies on a formal evaluation 
process to determine which vendor can most efficiently and effec-
tively carry out the contract. During this report period, the OSA 
conducted a review of the procurement procedures used in the 
Group Insurance Commission's awarding of the health insurance 
contract for the state's employees and retirees . 
• The Group Insurance Commission's (GIC) procurementproce-
dures in the awarding 'ofthe Commonwealth's indemnity benefit 
plan contract was inadequate in two areas. The Request For Pro-
posals (RFP), which describes the specifications of the new health 
plan design, was vague and did not clearly define the services 
sought. For example, the RFP did not specify: (1) the type of 
coordination of benefits required when patients are covered by 
more than one health plan; (2) the basis for claims estimates; and 
(3) the inclusion of stop-loss insurance as a critical requirement of 
the plan. (Stop-loss insurance provides a limit on the Common-
wealth's overall liability.) As a result, the proposals were based 
on the bidder's judgment of the type of services being sought by 
the Commission and the type of information requested. Further-
more, the Group Insurance Commission's evaluation of the RFPs 
submitted was not based on objective, written criteria. Instead, 
the Commission relied upon the professional judgment of the 
individual reviewers in scoring the responses to each question. 
As a result, there were inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the 
scoring done by the consultant working with GIC, and wide 
differences between the scoring done by the GIC senior staff and 
the consultant on the same questions. 
Several entities were not in compliance with various federal or 
state statutes and regulations. Such noncompliance could result in 
overspending in the procurement of supplies and services or in 
questionable business dealings between state employees and 
vendors. For example: 
• The Commissioner's Office in the Department of Fisheries, Wild-
life, and Environmental Law Enforcement did not adhere to the 
Department of Personnel Administration's regulations regarding 
flextime and employee attendance. Without following these regu-
lations, management had no assurance that its employees were 
available to provide service to the public during the required core-
time or during regular work hours each day, or that employees 
had worked all the hours for which they were paid. 
.. 
Other Audited Agencies 
• The Department of Environmental Management's (DEM) failure 
to update its permit-holder program had resulted in a small 
number of permit-holders dominating significant portions of 
recreational areas that should have been accessible to all, as well 
as exclusion of the general public from the so-called seasonal 
domicile permit program. The audit revealed that DEM auto-
matically renewed permits annually and passed new permits 
. ~ost exclusively on to relatives or heirs; thereby excluding the 
general public from the opportunity to participate in the program. 
In addition, permit holders had erected "No Trespassing" and 
"Keep Out" signs on public access ways to beaches and other 
state property adjacent to their sites, warnings enforced by forest 
rangers who ejected the public from these sites as if they had 
been trespassing. 
• The Department of Environmental Management (DEM) failed to 
enforce its own regulations governing permit-holders of private 
cottages located on state property. Specifically, the OSA audit 
revealed that permit-holders (1) substantially renovated their 
private structures; (2) constructed piers, driveways, and sports 
courts; and (3) constructed and/or maintained illegal and/or un-
sanitary septic systems, all in violation ofDEM's regulations and 
the provisions appearing on the permits issued to all the owners. 
As a result, DEM allowed special privileges to certain persons; 
failed to adequately protect the health of residents in the pro-
gram and the general public; and may have imperiled the state's 
natural resources because of pollution. 
• The Department of Industrial Accidents did not process contested 
cases for injured claimants in compliance with the time limits 
established by Chapter 152 of the MGLs. As of March 31, 1989, 
the Department required 119 days more than the statutory limit 
to process cases from claim to decision, a delay which could result 
in a severe financial hardship for the uncompensated injured 
claimant. 
• The Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA), as well as two 
of its subordinate offices, established three bank accounts without 
the knowledge and approval of the State Treasurer's Office. Two 
of the accounts were used to generate surpluses to fund discre-
tionary spending. In one ofthese accounts, support documenta-
tion could not be found for $19,538 in disbursements and over 
$1,581 in receipts could not be accounted for . As a result of this 
circumvention of the state cash-management system, the Com-
monwealth's monies were exposed to loss or misuse. 
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• The Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA) did not estab-
lish internal administrative and accounting controls over dis-
bursements under its contract with its advertising agency, and 
thereby failed to prevent the Massachusetts Office of Travel and 
Tourism (MOTI), EOEA's subordinate office and the main user of 
the advertising contract, from executing a number of transactions 
totalling $991,300 in violation of state laws, regulations, and 
policies. These improper transactions included (1) an expenditure 
of $228,066 in excess of the flBcalyear 1988 appropriation 
charged to fiscal year 1989 in violation of Chapter 29 of the . 
MGLs; (2) payments of at least $35,630 made in advance of the 
receipt of goods and services, a violation of the State Comptrol-
ler's Policy Manual; (3) payments exceeding $631,341 made 
without adequate documentation, in violation of Chapter 29 of 
the MGLs; and (4) video equipment costing $3,594 purchased in 
circumvention of the state's bidding laws. 
• The Executive Office of Energy Resources' employees charged 
with the responsibility of receiving cash and/or checks were not 
bonded as required by the Office of the Comptroller's regulations. 
AB a result, the Commonwealth was not adequately protected in 
the event of a monetary loss. 
• The Executive Office of Public Safety (EOPS) used the services of 
three employees from three agencies within EOPS to meet its 
staffing needs, in noncompliance with Section 21 of Chapter 488 
of the Acts of 1986, which requires that each employee on the 
spending agency's payroll be paid for duties performed directly for 
the employing agency. These improper payroll practices resulted 
in EOPS understating its payroll charges by $108,507 for fiscal 
year 1988. 
• The Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism (MOTT) allowed 
its employees, on at least eleven occasions in 1989, to perform 
official business travel at the expense of parties doing business 
with the state. These expenses included meals, hotel accornmo-
- dations, and airfare. The acceptance of free and/or reduced-rate 
travel raises the questions of why such benefits were provided 
and what, if anything, was expected in return. 
... 
Noncompliance 
With State Laws 
and Regulations 
Relative to 
Employment of 
Consultants 
Other Audited Agencies 
The employment of consultants is governed by Chapter 29 of the 
MGLs as well as by the State Comptroller's Policy Manual. During 
the report period, a number of audits revealed abuses in the use of 
so-called "03" consultants. Examples included: 
• The Art Commission of the Commonwealth retained an "03" 
consultant in the position of Art Collections Manager since 1984 
as a substitute for a state position. This action was in noncompli-
ance with Chapter 29 of-the MGLs; which states that "consultant 
contracts ... shall not be used as substitutes for state positions." 
In addition, the Commission's "03" contract management internal 
control procedures were inadequate, which resulted in a consult-
ant being paid $3,849 in excess of services rendered. 
• The Department ofIndustrial Accidents modified the scope of 
services on an "03" contract valued at $38,000 by substituting 
additional work beyond the scope of the contract and deleting one 
of the three tasks originally required. This action was in noncom-
pliance with the Executive Office of Admjnjstration and Finance's 
contract-modification procedures. 
• The Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism (MOTT), with 
the approval of the Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA), 
engaged a consultant to develop a computerized information sys-
tem, without notification to or approval of the appropriate state 
agencies under the Secretary of Administration and Finance. 
The contract was awarded verbally, was issued noncompetitively 
in violation of bidding laws, and cost MOTT four and one-half 
times the original estimated cost. In addition, payments to the 
consultant were made through MOTT's advertising company 
contract and were disguised as advertising and printing costs. 
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A review of prior audit results is an important component of each 
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize 
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Correction, based 
on OSA recommendations, was taken in the following instances: 
• The Department of Labor and Industries has improved the safe-
guarding of its property and equipment. The Department has 
properly centralized its inventory of property and equipment, up-
dated and maintained its perpetual inventory records, and tagged 
all equipment. 
• EOER is now scheduling payments to grantees to coincide with 
the dates on which the grantees need the grant funds. 
• EOER has developed and distributed a detailed grants admini-
stration manual that will allow the respective grantees to man-
age their grant funds efficiently and accurately and has also im-
plemented certain fiscal monitoring procedures. 
• EOPS has improved the safeguarding of its property and equip-
ment. EOPS is now maintaining an inventory of furniture and 
equipment and is tagging all items with identification control 
numbers. 
... 
Initiatives 
Contractor Claims 
Depression of 
Central Artery / 
Third Harbor 
Tunnel 
Division of Capital 
Planning and 
Operations 
(DC PO) 
Lottery 
Commission 
State Deferred 
Compensation 
Plan 
Other Audited Agencies 
The following are among the planned and ongoing initiatives 
relative to various state entities: 
• The OSA is continuing to review the systems in place at the 
Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) relative to construction 
contracts. Issues that are being examined include: final voucher 
payments, estimated completion dates, overruns, extra work 
orders, and change orders. 
• The OSA is a member of a multi-agency group, the purpose of 
which is to identify and prevent potential fraud, waste and abuse 
during the construction of these projects as well as the cle.an-up of 
Boston Harbor. Other entities in the multi-agency group include 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Postal Inspection 
Agency, the State Inspector General's Office, the u.s. Attorney's 
Office, the U.S. Department of Transportation, the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, and the U.S. Labor Department's 
Office of Labor Racketeering. 
• The OSA's performance audit survey will concentrate on three 
issues and will require audit work at other state agencies (e.g., 
Office of the Comptroller, Governor's Council). The areas being 
reviewed are the administrative process used for land takings 
(eminent domain vs. negotiated settlement), DCPO's control and 
monitoring of rental and lease space, and the selection process for 
purchasing parcels of land. 
• The OSA will conduct an audit survey which will focus on the 
Commission's procurement practices. The process for awarding, 
reviewing, and selecting contractors will be examined to deter-
mine compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including 
the selection of the lowest, most qualified bidder. 
• The OSA, in conjunction with the Attorney General, the Inspector 
General, and the legislative Post Audit Committees, will investi-
gate all aspects of the selection process for an administrator of 
the state-sanctioned retirement or annuity plan and the opera-
tion and management of all such plans, including the deferred 
compensation savings plan. 
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Electronic Data 
Processing Audits 
During the report period, the OSA issued 
five Electronic Data Processing (EDP) audit 
reports which detailed strengths and weak-
nesses within computer-related areas at 
agencies audited. In addition, the EDP 
Audit Division surveyed data processing 
operations throughout the Commonwealth 
to gather profile and audit-related informa-
tion. Further, automated data extracts 
and statistical samples were generated from 
the Massachusetts Management Accounting 
and Reporting System (MMARS) to assist 
OSA financial auditors in selecting data and 
reducing auditing hours. The EDP Audit 
Division also performed 48 data extracts, 
18 random number reports, and 3 social 
security reports. 
.... 
Audit Results 
Overview 
Alcoholic 
Beverage Control 
Commission 
. (ABCC) 
Electronic Data Processing Audits 
The primary responsibility of the OSA's EDP Audit Division is to 
perform internal control examinations of the Commonwealth's 
automated systems. The Division conducts audits of application 
systems; systems under development; general controls of data proc-
essing facilities (including security, environmental protection, opera-
tions, resource management); program-change controls; data integ-
rity; EDP-related contracts and procurement; disaster recovery/ 
contingency planning and backup of magnetic-storage media, and 
microcomputer-based systems. 
Of the facility audits conducted, the OSA found that general con-
trols, overall, need strengthening. The importance of general con-
trols is that they determine whether the entire processing environ-
ment is adequately controlled to support computer operations. If 
not, then applications and their output may be unreliable. OSA 
audits revealed weaknesses in the following control areas: EDP 
inventory control, physical security, disaster recovery, EDP-related 
policies and procedures, and environmental protection. 
Of the application audits performed, weaknesses were found in 
data integrity for the systems reviewed. The audit of the Data Proc-
essing Inventory Management System (DPIMS) and the Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Commission's (ABCC) license tracking system 
noted problems in the accuracy and completeness of data files. 
Although ABCC's license tracking system operates efficiently in 
the majority of areas reviewed, the EDP audit disclosed several 
errors in the retail license database. Because of the nature and 
sensitivity surrounding the issuance of all liquor license permits, it is 
imperative that ABCC has accurate data to make appropriate deci-
sions concerning the approval of retail licenses. Specifically, the 
audit disclosed that: 
• Information entered into the database (received from another 
state agency) was inaccurate in that certain portions of the data 
did not correspond with ABCC's manual files and records . As a 
result, the potential existed for ABCC to make inappropriate 
decisions concerning the approval of retail liquor licenses. 
• ABCC had not tested the flies for accuracy and, therefore, was 
unaware of potential data problems which might impair 
recordkeeping or decisions relating to liquor licenses. When 
informed of these results, ABCC issued a memorandum to munici-
palities to solicit the needed information to verify the records of 
the database. In addition, the EDP review found physicalsecu-
rity, access security and edit routines, training, system documen-
tation, and backup of system data and software to be adequate. 
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The Bureau for Systems Policy and Planning (BSPP), which is a 
Division within the Office of Management Information Systems 
(OMIS), is charged with the responsibility for the DPIMS. The 
BSPP has made an effort to address areas concerning system im-
plementation to meet its legislative mandate. However, EDP be-
lieved BSPP has not committed adequate staff resources to the 
system, given the potential benefit of DPIMS to the Common-
weaJth. The audit results indicated that, although the DPIMS 
contained a significant amount of information regarding computer 
equipment at various state agencies, the system did not provide an 
accurate or complete record of the Commonwealth's data processing 
equipment. Based upon a review of 17 agencies failing to report 
data into the system, the audit noted that at least $43 million in 
computer equipment was not recorded within DPIMS, although it 
was listed in separate inventories unrelated to DPIMS. Specifically, 
the audit disclosed that: 
• Only 67% of entities required to submit data into DPIMS have 
done so, resulting in an inaccurate and incomplete inventory. 
Failure to record the necessary information within DPIMS com-
promises the integrity of the system output. 
• DPIMS annual report to the Legislature, mandated by law, was 
inaccurate and incomplete in that agencies failing to comply with 
DPIMS requirements are not listed. As a result, any decisions 
based on D PIMS reports would be subject to error. 
• The type of information maintained on DPIMS meets the require-
ments of a comprehensive inventory system, but could be further 
improved through integration with records related to the acquisi-
tion and disposition of equipment. By doing so, the BSPP could 
further support its procurement decisions and strengthen inven-
tory controls. 
The MWRA audit identified inadequate inventory control over 
EDP-related computer equipment, illegal and unauthorized copying 
and use of computer software, and weaknesses in computer-related 
contract administration. Specifically, the audit disclosed that: 
• The absence of a complete and accurate computer hardware 
inventory resulted in an inability to quantify the extent and 
value of MWRA's Management Information Systems (MIS)-
related assets. The audit disclosed 47 MIS-related items that 
were unaccounted for. 
• A review of microcomputer-based systems revealed 15 instances 
of illegal software copying, a direct violation of Federal copyright 
infringement laws. 
.. 
North Shore 
Community 
College 
Electronic Data Processing Audits 
• The lack of proper management control for EDP-related contract 
administration resulted in weaknesses in contract documentation 
and in EDP-related contracts not having adequate terms and con-
ditions to protect the Authority. As a result, MWRA. could not 
ensure adequate protection against interruption of service, or 
against breaches of confidentiality or security. 
• Even though MWRA. established a hiring schedule and budgeted 
its data processing resources -accordingly, it nevertheless hired 
consultants to fill certain full-time positions while awaiting ap-
proval to hire. 
• MIS operational policies and procedures did not exist for MWRA.'s 
Waterworks data processing facility. As a result, MWRA had a 
significant risk of loss of software, loss of revenues, and loss, theft 
or destruction of computer-related assets. 
• MWRA did not have adequate procurement policies and proce-
dures in place to safeguard against unauthorized or unwarranted 
MIS-related purchases. As a result, a microcomputer system was 
purchased which proved to be incompatible with the existing MIS 
hardware and software strategy. 
MWRA responded positively to the issues raised in this report, 
and has taken corrective action in certain areas. The EDP Audit 
Division will issue an audit of the MWRA selection process concern-
ing its System Integrator Project during the January 1 through 
June 30, 1990 period. 
Based on an examination of general controls of the College's 
administrative and academic data processing centers, the EDP 
audit found that, although adequate controls were being exercised 
over administrative procedures, computer operations, inventory 
control, and hardware and software maintenance, certain other 
controls needed strengthening. The audit disclosed that: 
• The absence of disaster recovery procedures and contingency 
planning placed the College at risk should significant disruptions 
in computer operations or loss of processing capabilities have 
occurred. 
• Weaknesses in access security over the College's administrative 
computer systems resulted in the failure to delete the passwords 
of six former employees, thereby creating the risk of illegal or un-
authorized system access. 
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• Inadequate physical security and environmental protection at the 
College's administrative data center could create potential risks 
of unauthorized entry to the data center, or possible risk of fire or 
other forms of disaster. 
• Expanded microcomputer policies were needed to address critical 
areas such as security, backup, training, technical support, 
hardware/software evaluation, and recommended software pack-
ages. The lack of such policies impedes effective management, 
proper operations, and system compatibility. 
The EDP audit found physical and access security conditions to 
be in place at the College's academic data center. In addition, the 
audit recognized and commended the College for addressing soft-
ware copyright issues, as well as for properly following the required 
procedures when purchasing hardware and software. 
Although a number of controls were found to be in place, the EDP 
audit disclosed that certain conditions warranted the Authority's 
attention: 
• The lack of a disaster recovery procedure and contingency plan-
ning greatly impaired the Authority's ability to effectively con-
tinue important processing capabilities should a disaster occur. 
• Procedures did not exist to eliminate the passwords of former 
employees from the system. By failing to remove all obsolete user 
ID's and passwords, the Authority potentially risked unauthor-
ized access and inappropriate modification, deletion or disclosure 
of data. 
• Certain software installed on the microcomputer system was 
inappropriate for management's needs. By not reviewing the 
propriety of current software installed on its microcomputer, the 
Authority risked the installation of inappropriate or harmful 
software. 
Because of the Authority's inadequate control over passwords, the 
EDP Audit Division initiated a statewide audit of the implementa-
tion process oflocal housing authorities' software. The results of 
this EDP audit, covering over 60 local housing authorities, will be 
issued within the January 1 through June 30, 1990 audit period. 
Surveys 
Data Processing 
(DP) Survey 
EDPAudH 
Operations: 
A 50 State Survey 
ElectronIc Data ProcessIng Audits 
The EDP Audit Division has now contacted and gathered profile 
information pertaining to computer operations at 784 state entities, 
thereby completing Phase I of the DP Survey project. The purpose 
of the DP Survey is to enable the OSA to more effectively plan for 
EDP audits in terms of the type and scope of audits. The DP 
survey data will provide the OSA with the necessary information 
during the pre-audit phase of all subsequent EDP audits, thereby 
assisting in audit scheduling and planning. Timely audit issuance, 
enhanced assistance to OSA fmancial auditors, and OSA assistance 
to agencies with deficiencies will also be enhanced through informa-
tion provided by the Data Processing Surveys. 
The OSA's 50 State Survey of EDP audit operations has provided 
information on current EDP audit practices as performed by the 
nation's state audit offices. Specifically, the survey solicited infor-
mation on methods of EDP auditing, EDP audit administration, 
auditing of microcomputers, use of audit software, training of audit 
software, training of audit field staff, and the use of technology to 
enhance EDP audit effectiveness and efficiency. Overall, 31 catego-
ries were addressed, with all 50 states responding. The survey 
points out that the OSA's average time from formal exit to the 
issuing of the final report is 25 days, placing it in the top five states 
for turnaround time. In addition, the OSA is in the forefront for its 
internal EDP training for field staff. 
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Enforcement 
Agencies: 
Referrals & 
Requests 
O SA audits not only attempt to safeguard the state's assets but to ensure compliance with the laws of the Commonwealth. Because 
OSA audits may disclose possible violations 
of state law, the OSA cooperates with 
various law enforcement agencies such as 
District Attorneys, the Department of 
Public Health, local health authorities, the 
Secretary of Public Safety's Office of Investi-
gations, the Attorney General's Office, the 
Office of the Inspector General, the State 
Ethics Commission as well as federal law 
enforcement agencies. In addition, the OSA 
routinely reports violations of income-
reporting laws and regulations to the Inter-
nal Revenue Service and the Massachusetts 
Department of Revenue. Finally, during 
this report period, the OSA was asked by 
several law enforcement agencies to provide 
technical assistance during specific investi-
gations. 
... 
Enforcement Agencies: Referrals & Requests 
Referrals: 
Internal Revenue Service & Department of Revenue 
Grafton Housing 
AuthOrity 
• The Authority did not issue the required 1099-MISC income in-
formation forms to four landlords who were paid rental income 
totalling $17,308 during calendar years 1983 and 1984. This 
finding originally appeared in the OSA's 1986 audit of the Au-
thority but it has not been corrected. In addition, the current 
audit revealed that during calendar years 1985 and 1986, the 
Authority paid salaries totalling $16,592 to its employees, but did 
not report these payments on the required federal and state 
income information forms.· . 
Referrals: State Ethics Commission 
Grafton Housing 
Authority 
• The Authority paid $3,139 to a member of the Executive Direc-
tor's immediate family who was employed as a part-time mainte-
nance staff person, contrary to the Executive Office of Communi-
ties and Development's Standards of Conduct for Public Officials 
and Employees of Housing and Redevelopment Authorities. 
Referrals: District Attorney's Office 
Amherst Housing 
Authority 
• The OSA referred to the Northwestern District - District Attor-
ney's Office information stating that between June 1980 and July 
1986, a tenant had inappropriately received rental subsidies 
under the state's Rental Assistance Program. As a result of this 
referral, made in early 1989, a two-count indictment was issued 
and is scheduled for prosecution in April 1990. 
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• The OSA is assisting the Plymouth County District Attorney's 
Office in an ongoing investigation of alleged financial improprie-
ties at the School Department. 
• In conjunction with the Attorney General's Office, the OSA is 
reviewing the books and records of the CJTC as part of an ongo-
ing investigation of alleged. financial and other improprieties at 
the CJTC. 
• The OSA, at the request of the District Attorney of the Eastern 
District, initiated a review of the financial activities of Haverhill 
Day Care Center. As a result of our audit work the DA.'s office 
obtained indictments and a guilty plea on two counts oflarcency. 
• The OSA. at the request of the Barnstable County District Attor-
ney, conducted an examination of certain records of the Oak 
Bluffs Water Department to confirm that funds were missing. 
• In conjunction with the Attorney General's Office, the OSA is 
reviewing the books and records of the Bursar's Office as part of 
an investigation of alleged financial improprieties. 
• At the request of the Worcester County District Attorney's Office, 
the OSA is currently reviewing the possible misappropriation of 
funds at the House of Correction. 
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Division of Local 
Mandates 
T he Division of Local Mandates (DLM) was created by Proposition 2112 to help ensure that no cost obligations are passed on to cities 
and towns by the Commonwealth through 
new state-mandated programs without state 
funding. The primary function of DLM is to 
conduct impartial reviews and cost determi-
nations of any law or regulation passed after 
January 1, 1981 and also of pending legisla-
tion. (For a listing of DLM determinations 
and cost studies for the period of July 1, 
1989 to December 31,1989, see Appendix II, 
p.87.) 
In addition to making mandate decisions, 
DLM dedicated its resources to cost determi-
nations; legislative studies; and reviews, 
under the Sunset Law, C. 126 of the Acts of 
1984, ofpre-1981 laws and regulations 
having a significant financial impact on 
cities and towns. 
... 
Division of Local Mandates 
Legislative Studies 
House 2101 
House 2121 
One of the major priorities ofDLM has been to establish a re-
sponsive Legislative Review Program to analyze pending legislation 
and to provide assistance to the Legislature on mandate-related 
issues. To ensure that the mandate implications of legislation were 
considered by the General Court, DLM reviewed thousands of bills, 
prepared preliminary cost studies when appropriate, and contacted 
members of the Legislature to make them aware of DLM concerns. 
In addition, DLM received requests for assistance from individual 
. legIslatOrs, 'legislative committees, municipalities, and government 
associations. DLM assistance, through cost determinations, re-
sulted in its recommendations being incorporated into a wide vari-
ety of bills. The following are examples oflegislative proposals for 
which financial-impact reviews were provided: 
An Act Providing that Certain Diseases Resulting in Disabil-
ity or Death to Uniformed Members of Paid Fire Depart-
ments Shall Be Presumed to Have Been Suffered in the Line 
of Duty, with Reference to the Accidental Disability Retire-
mentLaw 
An Act Relative to the Impairment of Health Caused by 
Carcinoma, etc., Resulting in Disability or Death of Paid 
Fire Department Members 
At the request of the Joint Committee on Public Service, the 
Division reviewed House 2101 and House 2121 to determine the 
possible financial effects on cities and towns. Both bills would 
establish a job-related presumption for disabling conditions of 
carcinoma suffered by certain public safety officers, thereby enti-
tling these officers to job-related disability retirement benefits 
under the provisions ofMGL Chapter 32, Section 7, and death 
benefits under MGL Chapter 32, Section 9. House 2121 also in-
cluded two additional provisions which would make the operation of 
the law subject to local acceptance and extend the job-related 
presumption for up to five years after termination of service. 
The Division estimated that the first-year costs of a presumptive 
carcinoma law for local governmental firefighters would be within 
the range of $293,000 to $355,000 system-wide. Future cost projec-
tions would be subject to revision based on more accurate informa-
tion on such disabilities. 
It was difficult to project the cost impact of either the local option 
feature of House 2121 or the extension of benefits provision. The 
latter provision would definitely increase costs to the extent that 
former firefighters with greater years of service are disabled by 
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carcinoma. However, it was not possible to predict the cost reduc-
tion which would take place by making the bill a local option of 
cities and towns. 
Status: House 2101 and House 2121 were combined and engrossed 
with significant modification in the House but failed to pass the 
Senate. 
An Act to Abate Real Estate Taxes on Property Owned by 
Housing Authorities 
At the request of Senator John W. Olver, the Division reviewed 
House 906. This legislation would require Boards of Assessors to 
abate unpaid real estate taxes on property purchased by, or donated 
to, housing authorities for a certain time period of ownership by the 
housing authority. This time period and corresponding tax liability 
could exist for both the remainder of the fiscal year in which the 
property was purchased and the following fiscal year if the property 
is purchased after January 1, the lien date for the next fiscal year. 
Since House 906 would require Boards of Assessors to abate these 
outstanding taxes, there would be a loss of tax revenue to the 
municipality which would be charged against the overlay account. 
Such action would impose additional costs on cities and towns and 
would therefore be subject to the local-mandate law. 
Status: House 906 was engrossed in the House but failed to pass 
the Senate. 
An Act Providing for the Eligibility of Certain Charitable 
Corporations and Trusts for Property Tax Exemptions and 
Abatements 
At the request of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the Division 
reviewed House 1984. House 1984 would allow any charitable 
organization to be eligible for retroactive abatements and exemp-
tions of both real and personal property taxes assessed or paid for 
the fiscal years 1979 through 1988. 
Since House 1984 would require Boards of Assessors to abate 
these outstanding taxes, there would be a loss of tax revenue to the 
municipality which would be charged against the overlay account. 
Such action would impose additional costs on cities and towns and 
therefore would be subject to the local-mandate law. 
Status: House 1984 was engrossed in the House but failed to pass 
the Senate. 
House 3322 
.... 
Division of Locaf Mandates 
An Act Relative to Plastic Covered Greenhouses 
At the request of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the Division 
reviewed House 3322. This bill would provide that plastic covered 
greenhouses used for agricultural or horticultural purposes, but not 
constructed upon a concrete foundation, qualify as "equipment" for 
purposes of the assessment provisions of MOL Chapter 59, Section 
8A, the farm animal excise tax. This section allows a reduced excise 
tax in lieu of'personal ·property·taxes for certain non-corporate 
qualifying farm animals, machinery, and equipment. 
The issue presented was whether the removal of this property 
value, currently classified as personal property, from the real estate 
tax base would result in the loss of property tax revenue. MOL 
Chapter 59, Section 21C, sets limitations on total property taxes 
assessed and delineates two property-tax-raising limitations, of 
which the lesser capacity of the two must be applied. Specifically, 
Section 21C (b) provides that the total taxes assessed may not 
exceed 2 112% of the total full and fair cash value of all taxable real 
and personal property within the municipality. Alternatively, 
Section 21C (f) provides that total taxes may not exceed 102.5% of 
the maximum levy limit of the municipality in the prior fiscal year, 
plus an allowance to capture the property value of new construction. 
DLM determined that the proposed amendment would not result 
in a current loss of property taxes in any municipality in which the 
current controlling tax limitation is Section 21C (f). This is because 
the current value of all the municipality's property, or any reduc-
tions in the value, does not adversely affect taxes where the levy 
limit is determined by the prior year's fixed levy limit. Relative to 
the application of the overall percentage limitation of Section 21C 
(b), the proposed reduction in the total valuation of a municipality's 
property would lower the levy limit computed under Section 21C (b). 
Accordingly, if this overall percentage limitation was currently 
controlling in any municipality, the enactment of House 3322 would 
result in a loss of property taxes. 
Currently, however, there are no municipalities that are restricted 
in their annual assessments by the provisions of Section 21C (b) 
because property values have appreciated over the last several years 
to such a degree that the limitation based on Section 21C (b) has no 
practical application. Therefore, the lower limitations of Section 21C 
(f) are effective and allow a municipality, even with the loss of this 
personal property from the tax base, to capture its total property-tax 
levy from other property owners. In other words, there would be no 
adverse affect on a municipality's total property-tax-revenue capac-
ity, merely a shift in tax burden. 
Status: House 3322 was enacted into law and is now Chapter 444 of 
the Acts of 1989. 
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Division of Local Mandates 
Mandate Determinations 
Chapter 503 of 
the Acts of 1987 
Chapter 305 of 
the Acts of 1987 
Chapter 23 of 
the Acts of 1988 
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Cities and towns are entitled under the mandate statute to peti-
tion DLM for a mandate determination on any post-Proposition 2 1/2 
law, rule, or regulation believed to impose a municipal cost burden. 
A listing of all determinations made during this report period is 
included in Appendix II (see p. 87). The following are three ex-
amples of determinations that have state-wide interest as well as 
significant financial impact on cities and towns. 
Expanded Polling Hours 
Chapter 503 of the Acts of 1987 set standardized, expanded 
polling hours state-wide from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. This law, which added 
an additional three hours of voting time, was determined to be a 
mandate increasing polling costs for cities and towns. DLM has 
determined that the incremental costs to be incurred by cities and 
towns for the upcoming 1990 September and November elections 
will be approximately $860,000. Since the passage of Chapter 503 
of the Acts of 1987, over $3.5 million has been certified by the Divi-
sion and reimbursed to cities and towns for state elections. 
Redistricting New Precincts 
Last year DLM determined that Chapter 305 of the Acts of 1987, 
which required that new ward and precinct lines (established accord-
ing to the 1985 census figures) be used in the March 1988 pres~den­
tial primary, was a state mandate. As a result, 65 cities and towns 
incurred costs totalling $72,408 to operate newly required election 
sites. Based on the Division's recommendation, the General Court 
funded the $72,407 deficiency within the FY 1990 state budget. 
Medical Security Trust Fund 
As a result of a petition by the City of Boston, DLM determined 
that the Health Security Act of 1988, commonly referred to as the 
Universal Health Care Law, contains a state mandate which will 
cost cities and towns approximately $3.2 million each year. The new 
law requires all employers with six or more employees, including 
cities and towns, to pay "twelve-one hundredths of one percent" of 
each employee's wages to a state trust fund, which would then be 
used to purchase medical insurance for the unemployed. The law 
also establishes $14,000 as the upper limit on wages subject to the 
contributions, and is effective on wages paid after January 1, 1990. 
Based on DLM's mandate determinations, many cities and towns 
have indicated their intent to seek a court exemption from this 
requirement, which is their right under the mandate statute. 
.... 
Division of Local Mandates 
Sunset Reviews 
Chapter 766 
DLM's mission was expanded in 1984 with the passage of the 
Sunset Review Law. This law requires DLM to periodically review 
any state law or regulation that has a significant financial impact 
on cities and towns, and to make recommendations to the Legisla-
ture for the continuation, amendment, or abolishment of the law or 
regulation. During this report period, DLM has been engaged in a 
major, comprehensive review of Chapter 766, the Commonwealth's 
Special .Educa~ion Law. This review, which is being conducted with 
the assistance of the OSA's Audit Operations and Electronic Data 
Processing units, is detailed below. 
Special Education Law 
The ongoing review of special education focuses on a variety of 
special education issues including the Department of Education's 
(DOE) role in monitoring special education, mainstreaming, trans-
portation, out-of-district placements, rate setting, and tuition. This 
review has included field work at DOE, at the regional offices of 
DOE, and at the Rate Setting Commission. 
In addition, DLM has developed and distributed two field surveys 
designed to gather data on special education programs, one to each 
local school district and the other to each educational collaborative 
in the state. DLM is collecting additional data by field visits to a 
number of the collaboratives and to private residential programs. 
DLM plans to make recommendations to the Legislature during 
the 1990 session that will result in a more efficient and economic 
operation of Chapter 766, while assuring continued delivery of 
essential services. 
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Office of the 
State Auditor: 
Legislative 
Agenda 
T he legislative package developed and presented to the Legislature by the OSA addresses significant audit results and, additionally, seeks to 
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 
audit operations. The package, therefore, 
complements aggregate audit recommenda-
tions by suggesting corrective actions in a 
comprehensive and useful manner. 
The following is a summary of legislation 
enacted from the ~SA's 1989 legislative 
package and legislation filed by the OSA for 
1990. 
..... 
Legislative Agenda 
Enacted Legislation 
Chapter 448 
Chapter 508 
An Act Extending the Reporting Date for the Filing of Cer-
tain Financial Statements by the Commissioner of Revenue, 
the State Auditor, and the State Comptroller 
This law extends by approximately one month the length of time 
allowed to the Commissioner of Revenue and by five weeks the 
length of time allowed to the State Auditor to fulfill their responsi-
bilities relative to the tax limitation provisions of Chapter 62F of 
the MOLs. These time ·frames are more reasonable and less likely 
to drain resources from other agency tasks than were the previous 
time frames. 
In addition, easing time constraints in a limited way does not 
adversely affect the return of money under the Tax Cap because 
revenues determined to exceed the Cap are not returned to taxpay-
ers until the following calendar year. 
Chapter 448 (formerly House 6) was signed into law on October 
27, 1989. 
An Act Further Defining the Duties of the State Auditor 
This Model Auditors Statute is a technical redraft of Section 12 of 
Chapter 11 of the MOLs, the enabling statute of the Office of the 
State Auditor. The law updates obsolete or confusing language, 
such as incorrect department titles and charges that are no longer 
applicable. The statute also codifies the current practice of conduct-
ing audits in accordance with recognized professional standards and 
authorizes the OSA to audit accounts, programs, and activities 
funded by state grants. 
This law makes several significant changes in the OSA's enabling 
statute, necessitated by changes in auditing standards, as well as 
by increased audit responsibilities. Moreover, the new statute helps 
to ensure proper monitoring of the millions of dollars in state grants 
to cities, towns, and school districts that prior to passage of this law 
were often not audited. 
Chapter 508 (formerly House 4) was signed into law on 
November 15,1989. 
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Legislative Agenda 
Chapter 647 An Act Relative to Improving the Internal Controls Within 
State Agencies 
This statute helps to ensure the minimum level of internal ac-
counting and administrative control standards and systems in the 
Commonwealth while also providing for periodic evaluation, correc-
tive action, and immediate reporting of unaccounted-for variances 
to the Office of the State Auditor. Legislation was filed by the OSA 
in response to repeated audit findings of insufficient internal con-
trols within state agencies. In addition, the OSA's Report on the 
Controlling and Monitoring of Non-Tax Revenue recommended 
enactment of an internal control statute as part of a comprehensive 
effort to improve the fiscal management practices of the Common-
wealth. This statute is an important aspect of the Commonwealth's 
efforts to strengthen integrity in financial management and to 
protect the state's assets, and its implementation is expected to 
result in substantial revenue enhancement. 
Chapter 647 (formerly House 5) was signed into law on January 
3,1990. 
Pending Legislation 
House 13 
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An Act Requiring State Agencies to Notify the Division of 
Local Mandates of Proposed Regulations Imposing Costs on 
Cities and Towns 
This bill would help to identify proposed state regulations which 
impose additional costs on cities and towns. It would also provide 
that the OSA's Division of Local Mandates (DLM), when requested 
to do so by an administrative agency, assist in determining the 
financial effect of any proposed regulation. The legislation would 
neither grant any approval authority to the DLM nor otherwise 
lengthen the process of rule making set by the Administrative 
Procedures Act. Its aim is to ensure that agencies formally consider 
the local financial impact of new regulations. 
House 14 
House 15 
House 16 
Legislative Agenda 
An Act Relative to the Commonwealth's Contract De-
barment Process 
This bill would provide for a comprehensive redraft of Section 
44C of Chapter 149 of the MGLs, the statute that authorizes and 
outlines the Commonwealth's debarment process. Debarment is an 
adjudicative process that provides for exclusion from public con-
tracting, for a specified period of time, state contractors who are 
found guilty of criminal violations or repeated contractual infrac-
tions. The State Auditor, in his capacity as a member of the Inspec-
tor General Council, has recommended four initiatives that would 
improve the timeliness and overall effectiveness of the debarment 
process: authorization to suspend contractors, improvement in the 
timeliness of hearings, an increase in the potential severity of 
penalties, and a lessening of the standard of proof. 
An Act Authorizing the State Auditor to Audit Private Foun-
dations of Institutions of Higher Education 
This bill would authorize the State Auditor to conduct audits of 
so-called "private" institutions, foundations, or organizations estab-
lished or controlled by a state college or university. A foundation is 
closely associated with a public institution of higher education, 
particularly through use of the name of the school. In many in-
stances, the foundation also employs members of the school and 
receives money from, as well as disburses money to, the college or 
university. The intent of this legislation is to ensure that these 
foundations are subject to the same financial monitoring as other 
college trust fund activities. 
An Act Providing for the Deposit of Unclaimed Money with 
the State Treasurer 
This bill, filed jointly with the State Treasurer's Office, would 
create a centralized fund in the State Treasurer's Office that would 
serve as a repository for unclaimed funds currently held by the 
probate courts. This bill, which was filed in response to audit 
results indicating a need for improved control over, and manage-
ment of, these funds, provides that the State Treasurer's Office 
establish a state-wide program designed to locate missing bene-
ficiaries and to invest any abandoned monies to maximize interest 
income. 
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Private 
Occupational 
Schools: Financial 
Evaluations 
Chapters 75C, 75D, and 93 of the Massachusetts General Laws require the Office of the State Auditor to annually evaluate the 
financial position of all applicants for licen-
sure or registration as private business, 
trade, or correspondence schools. These 
student-protection statutes were enacted to 
ensure that occupational schools requesting 
licensure or registration from the Depart-
ment of Education are financially, as well as 
academically, qualified to operate in Massa-
chusetts. 
Educational institutions determined by 
the OSA to be financially responsible must 
then secure a bond in the amount recom-
mended by the Office of the State Auditor. 
These tuition-compensation bonds allow 
students to recover damages resulting from 
fraud, misrepresentation of student recruit-
ment, or breach of contract. 
As of December 31, 1989, there were 144 
private occupational schools on the OSA's 
active fIle, representing its approval of the 
annual fmancial applications filed by 86 
business schools, 51 trade schools, and 7 
correspondence schools. 
OSA Financial 
Evaluations 
July 1, 1989 
through 
December 31, 
1989 
Private Occupational Schools: Rnanclal Evaluations 
During the period of this report, 9 pro-
spective new schools were determined to be 
financially qualified for origiriallicensure or 
registration, while 1 school was removed 
from the active file after it was determined 
to no longer fall under the jurisdiction of 
Chapter 75D of the Massachusetts General 
Laws. During the period covered by this 
report, a total of 73 financial evaluations 
were approved by the OSA, as follows: 
Chapter 75D Chapter 93 Chapter75C 
Business Trade Correspondence 
Schools Schools Schools 
July 10 5 0 
August 3 2 0 
September 11 5 0 
October 7 6 0 
November 7 5 0 
December 8 4 0 
TOTAL 46 27 0 
Total 
15 
5 
16 
13 
12 
12 
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Audit Reports Issued 
Revenue Audits 
AUDIT ISSUE 
AUDIT NUMBER DATE 
1. Net/Allowable State Tax Revenues 90-6665-9 08116 
2. Year-End Closing - 89-6002-9 12129 
Callh & Revenue Management 
Authority Audits 
1. Abington Housing Authority 89-3346-8 07/26 
2. Acton Housing Authority 90-3019-8 12116 
3. Agawam Housing Authority 89-696-1 12127 
4. Amesbury Housing Authority 89-3327-8 07/27 
6. Avon Housing Authority 90-3006-8 11130 
6. Barnstable Housing Authority 90-3023-8 11130 
7. Barre Housing Authority 89-607-1 08116 
8. Belchertown Housing Authority 89-3336-8 08/09 
9. Bellingham Housing Authority 90-3014-8 10/18· 
10. Berkshire County Regional Housfug Authority 88-690-1 09/28 
11. Braintree Housing Authority 89-3349-8 10/18 
12. Bridgewater Housing Authority 89-3365-8 09/15 
13. Brockton Redevelopment Authority 90-3012-1 10/25 
14. Burlington Housing Authority 89-3364-8 10/30 
15. Cambridge Housing Authority 88-626-2 07/27 
16. Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority 89-1008-6 07/07 
17. Carver Housing Authority 89-1285-1 08/25 
18. Charlton Housing Authority 90-1279-1 10/26 
19. Chelmsford Housing Authority 90-3185-8 12129 
20. Dighton Housing Authority 90-643-1 10/26 
21. Dracut Housing Authority 89-3366-8 09/26 
22. East Bridgewater Housing Authority 88-645-1 12127 
23. Ellsex Housing Authority 89-649-1 08/18 
- 24. Everett Housing Authority 89-3340-8 09/22 
25. Fitchburg Housing Authority 89-3360-8 10/18 
26. Framingham Housing Authority 90-3022-8 12128 
27. Franklin Housing Authority 89-660-1 08125 
28. Georgetown Housing Authority 89-664-1 11116 
29. Grafton Housing Authority 88-666-1 11120 
30. Greater Attleboro-Taunton Regional 89-1007-6 07/26 
Transit Authority 
31. Greenfield Housing Authority 89-3363-8 10/31 
32. Hadley Housing Authority 89-670-1 12113 
33. Hamilton Housing Authority 89-671-1 12108 
34. Hatfield Housing Authority 89-672-1 09/28 
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Audit Reports Issued 
AUDIT ISSUE 
AUDIT NUMBER DATE 
35. Holyoke Housing Authority 89-3351-8 12114 
36. Hudson Housing Authority 89-3345-8 07/13 
37. Hull Housing Authority 89-683-1 08125 
38. Ipswich Housing Authority 90-3027-8 12127 
39. Kingston Housing Authority 90-686-1 10/04 
40. Leominster Housing Authority 89-3342-8 07/21 
41. Littleton Housing Authority 89-833-1 08116 
42. Lowell Housing Authority 89-3322-8 09/29 
43. Malden Housing Authority 89-3331-8 09/07 
44. Marblehead Housing Authority 90-705-1 12111 
45. Mass. State College Building Authority 89-209-6 09/14 
46. Mass. Water Resources Authority (EDP Audit) 88-1323-41 08129 
47. Mass. Water Resources Authority 88-4019-3 07/26 
48. Maynard Housing Authority 89-3318-8 07/26 
49. Melrose Housing Authority 89-3352-8 10/04 
50. Merrimack Regional Transit Authority 90-496-6 08125 
51. Middleborough Housing Authority 90-3049-8 12119 
52. Middleton Housing Authority 90-721-1 12128 
53. Millbury Housing Authority 90-724-1 12128 
54. Millis Housing Authority 90-725-1 11127 
55. Natick Housing Authority 89-3339-8 08115 
56. Needham Housing Authority 89-731-1 09/29 
57. New Bedford Housing Authority 89-3334-8 09/06 
58. Newton Housing Authority 90-3033-8 12129 
59. Norfolk Housing Authority 89-841-1 07/07 
60. Northbridge Housing Authority 89-745-1 09114 
61. Norwell Housing Authority 89-854-1 08124 
62. Orange Housing Authority 89-749-1 08124 
63. Oxford Housing Authority 90-3005-8 11128 
64. Plainville Housing Authority 88-759-1 08124 
65. Randolph Housing Authority 90-763-1 09/27 
66. Rehoboth Housing Authority 89-786-1 07/27 
67. Rockport Housing Authority 90-3032-8 12112 
68. Salem Housing Authority 89-3333-8 08/04 
69. Seekonk Housing Authority 90-774-1 10/20 
70. Shelburne Housing Authority 89-879-1 07/27 
71. Southeastern Regional Transit Authority 89-878-6 07/14 
72. Spencer Housing Authority 88-784-1 09/28 
73. Springfield Housing Authority 89-3361-8 10/20 
74. Sutton Housing Authority 88-791-4 11117 
75. Taunton Housing Authority 90-3024-8 12115 
76. Tyngsborough Housing Authority 88-1072-1 08/24 
77. Upton Housing Authority 89-797-1 08/24 
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Audit Reports Issued 
AUDIT ISSUE 
AUDIT NUMBER DATE 
78. W. Bridgewater Houlling Authority 90-810-1 12105 
79. Wareham Housing Authority 90-803-1 12129 
80. Warren Housing Authority 89-3348-8 08115 
81. Wellesley Housing Authority 90-3072-8 12129 
82. Wellt Boylston Housing Authority 90-1278-1 12128 
83. Welltfield Housing Authority 89-3362-8 09/22 
84. Westfield HOUlling Authority (EDP Audit) 89-3362-81 12127 
85. Westford Houlling Authority 90-812-1 10/04 
86. Weymouth Housing Authority 89-3367-8 12129 
87. Woburn Housing Authority 90-3016-8 12129 
Education Audits 
1. Berkshire Community College - 89-190-9 07/31 
Student Financial Assistance Programs 
2. Brilltol Community College - 89-191-9 08117 
Student Financial Assistance Programs 
3. Framingham State College 89-179-1 11129 
4. Higher Education Trust Funds 88-5001-9 09/13 
5. Holyoke Community College - 89-196-9 07/19 
Student Financial Assilltance Programs 
6. Masllalloit Community College 89-197-9 09/14 
Student Financial Assistance Programs 
7. Northern Ellsex Community College- 89-201-2 08131 
Student Financial Assilltance Programs 
8. North Adamll State College - 89-183-9 07/19 
Student Financial Assilltance Programs 
9. North Shore Community College (EDP Audit) 9O-0202-4C 08129 
10. Quinsigamond Community College 89-203-1 12121 
11. Roxbury Community College 87-204-7 08131 
12. Southealltern Masllachusetts University 88-210-1 11129 
13. Springfield Technical Community College 89-205-1 11117 
14. University of Lowell- 89-206-9 08117 
Student Financial Assistance Programs 
15. University of Masllachusettll - 87-214-1 08125 
Boston Financial Audit 
16. University of Massachusetts - 87-214-1 08125 
Boston Trust Fund Review 
17. Westfield State College- 89-185-9 07/31 
Student Financial Assistance Programs 
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Human Services Audits 
AUDIT ISSUE 
AUDIT NUMBER DATE 
1. Child Abuse Prevention Board 89-82-1 09/27 
2. Dept. of Correction - 90-1267-7 12119 
Division of Food & Farm Services 
3. Dept. of Mental Health- 88-4015-3 10/19 
Division ofChildiAdolescent Services ' 
4. Dept. of Youth Services 89-4007-3 09/19 
5. Disabled Persons Protection Commission 89-4011-1 08124 
6. Dorchester Mental Health Center 88-1317-7 11116 
7. Franklin Community Action Corporation 90-4003-3 10/30 
8. Mass. Correctional Institution-Shirley 90-856-1 10/20 
9. Mass. Correctional Institution-Warwick 90-153-1 12108 
10. Metropolitan State Hospital 89-261-7 12128 
11. Office of Handicapped Affairs 89-1308-1 11127 
12. Rutland Heights Hospital 89-303-1 12107 
13. South Shore Elder Services 89-4006-3 08/21 
14. Western Mass. Hospital 90-305-1 12113 
Judiciary flaw Enforcement Audits 
1. Ayer District Court 89-1149-1 10/27 
2. Berkshire District - District Attorney's Office 90-1261-1 12107 
3. Bristol County Probate & Family Court 89-1231-1 07119 
4. Bristol County Superior Court 88-1119-1 07/19 
5. Bristol County Superior Court Probation Office 89-1119-2 07/27 
6. Committe on Criminal Justice 88-19-1 11115 
7. Dorchester District Court 88-1134-1 09/28 
8. Hampden District - District Attorney's Office 89-1259-1 08124 
9. Norfolk County Probate & Family Court 88-1224-1 07126 
10. Office of Commissioner of Proba tion 88-1215-1 09/29 
11. Superior Court Department- 88-1107-1 07/31 
Administrative Office 
12. Westborough District Court 89-1184-1 08116 
13. Worcester County Division- 90-1313-2 12114 
Housing Court Department 
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Audit Reports Issued 
Other Audits 
AUDIT ISSUE 
AUDIT NUMBER DATE 
. 1. Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission 9O-oo11-4C 12126 
(EDPAudit) 
2. Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission 89-4001-3 11115 
3. Art Commission for the Commonwealth 88-14-1 10/31 
4. Ballot Law Commission 89-77-1 09/14 
5. Bristol County Development Council. . 90-3026-1 11120 
6. Bureau of Special Investigations 90-31-1 10/27 
7. Business and State Employment Collaborative 90-373-2 11122 
8. Data Processing Inventory Management System 89-7oo0-4P 12122 
(EDPAudit) 
9. Dept. of Environmental Management- 88-6015-9 08130 
Internal Controls 
10. Dept. of Environmental Management- 89-6011-9 08130 
Land-Use Permit Program 
11. Dept. of Fisheries, Wildlife &: 88-432-1 11115 
Environmental Law Enforcement 
12. Dept. of Industrial Accidents 89-6007-1 12111 
13. Dept. of Labor &: Industries 89-217-1 12129 
14. Environment Protection Agency (EPA) 89-3311-1 12112 
Contruction Grant -
Charles River Pollution Control District 
15. EPA Construction Grant - Dracut 89-3310-1 09/21 
16. EPA Construction Grant - Providence 89-3299-1 08115 
17. EPA Construction Grant - Templeton 89-3312-1 09/21 
18. EPA Contract with Temple, Barker &: Sloane 90-3018-2 09/29 
19. Executive Office of Environmental Affairs - 89-6017-9 11102 
Mass. Office of Travel and Tourism 
20. Executive Office of Consumer Affairs and 89-2-1 08125 
Business Regulation 
21. Executive Office of Energy Resources 89-1031-1 11116 
22. Executive Office of Public Safety 89-8-1 08124 
23. Group Insurance Commission - 88-6012-9 08125 
Procurement Procedures 
24. Joint Labor Management Commission 90-1018-1 12128 
25. Legislative Research CouncillBureau 89-233-1 09/27 
26. Mass. Employee Assistance Program 90-17-2 11122 
27. Motor Vehicle Management Bureau 88-6005-9 07/13 
28. Oak Bluff's Water Dept. 89-6021-9 11128 
29. Office of Human Resources Administration 90-78-2 09/27 
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DLM Determinations &. Cost Studies 
LAW, RULE, REGULATION, 
OR LEGISLATION 
Chapter 503, Acts of 1983 
Chapter 23, Section 46, 
Acts of 1988 
House Nos. 2101, 2121 
House No. 948 
310 CMR 22.22(10) 
527 CMR 25.06 
House No. 906 
House No. 1984 
Senate No. 1396 
G.L. C.90 , S.7D 
Draft Legislation 
Senate No. 1135 
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ISSUE 
Uniform Polling Hours Act 
Requirement Mandating Municipalities to Make Annual Contributions 
to the Medical Security Trust Fund for Unemployment Health Insurance 
Legislation Establishing a Job-Related Presumption for Certain Muncipal 
Public Safety Officers Disabled by Carcinoma 
An Act to Provide for Mandated Guidance Services at All 
School Grade Levels 
Regulations Requiring Municipalities to Conduct a Cross-Connection 
Permit Program 
Regulatioru Mandating Municipal Inspections ofIndustrial Buildings 
An Act to Abate Real Estate Taxes on Property Purchased by 
Housing Authorities 
An Act Providing for the Eligibility of Certain Charitable Corporations 
and Trusts for Property Tax Exemptions and Abatements 
An Act Limiting Access to Public Records 
A Mandate That Pupils Be Transported to Extracurricular Activities Only 
in Vehicles with Safety Equipment and Specifically Licensed Drivers 
An Act Requiring Water Education Instruction 
An Act Pertairllng to the Powers of the North East Solid Waste 
Committee (NEWSWC) 
b 
RESULT 
Statewide Cost Detennination for 360 
Municipalities for 1990 September and 
November Elections 
Mandate 
Under G.L. C.29, S.27C(1), Submitted Three Year 
Statewide Cost-Estimates to Joint Committee 
on Public Service 
Mandate, Informed House Committe on 
Ways and Means of Mandate. 
Mandate, Awaiting Cost Documentation; Advised 
Department of Environmental Protection of 
Mandate Concerns and Requested Pertinent Data 
Mandate 
Mandate, Would Result in Loss of 
Property Tax Revenue 
Mandate, Would Result in Loss of 
Property Tax Revenue 
Mandate, Potential to Impose Costs 
No Mandate, Enactment of Chapter 176, Acts of 
1989 Now Exempts Vehicles Transporting Eight 
or Fewer Students to Extracurricular Activities 
No Mandate, Local Acceptance Available to 
Municipal School Systems 
No Mandate, Legislation Would Save NESWC 
Member Communities Approximately $1 Million 
DLM Determinations & Cost Studies 
FUNDING 
$863,300 Cost Determination Submitted to 
Secretary of State for Funding Distribution 
in August, 1990 
$383,000 Deficiency Determination Issued to 
City of Boston; Statewide Cost Estimate 
Previously Determined to Be $3.2 Million 
$293,000 - $355,000 First Year, and 
$915,000 - $1,000,000 Third Year, 
Statewide Cost Estimates 
$122,795 Estimated Cost for One Petitioner 
$50,000 Estimated Cost for One Petitioner; 
Upon Certification, Deficiency Determination 
Will Be Issued 
$2,715 Deficiency Determination Issued to 
Town of Northborough; Statewide Cost Estimate 
Previously Detennined to Be $2.25 Million 
Submitted Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
Submitted Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
Worked with House Committee on Ways and 
Means to Resolve Muncipal Cost Concerns 
Submitted Mandate Concerns to Subcommittee on 
School Bus Safety Resulting in Passage of C.176 
Not Applicable 
Submitted No Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
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LAW, RULE, REGULATION, 
OR LEGISLA TlON 
House N 0.4446 
House N 0.4635 
House No.3322 
Chapter 508, Acts of 1980 
G.L. C.258, SS. 1-11 
G.L. C.115, S.4 
G.L. C.32, S.94, 
"The Hearl Law" 
310 CMR 22.00 Et. Seq 
310 CMR 22.07 
310 CMR 22.16 
90 
ISSUE 
Legislation to Require Mortgagees to Pay Prepaid Property Taxes at 
Least Three Days Before Tax Obligation Due 
Legislation to Require Mortgagees to Pay Prepaid Property Taxes at 
Least 15 Days Before Tax Obligation Due 
An Act Relative to Plastic Covered Greenhouses 
The Hazardous Waste Facility Siting Act 
Massachusetts Tort Claims Act 
Requirement That Cities and Towns Provide Vererans' Benefits 
Medical Screening Program for Police Recruits 
Regulations Relative to the Protection of Drinking Water Supplies 
from Contamination 
Drinking Water Quality - Testing for Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
Consumer Notification Requirements Relative to Municipal Drinking 
Water Contamination 
... 
RESULT 
No Mandate, No Adverse Local 
Fiscal Impact 
No Mandate, No Adverse Local 
Fiscal Impact 
No Mandate, Property Tax Revenue 
Loss Would Result 
No Mandate, Pre-1981 State Technical Assistance 
Grant Funding Is Discretionary 
No Mandate, Pre-1981 
No Mandate, Pre-1981 
No Mandate, Pre-1981 
No Mandate, Pre-1981 
No Mandate, Federal Requirement 
No Mandate, Federal Requirement 
DLM Determlnatfons & Cost Studies 
FUNDING 
Submitted No Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
Submitted No Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
Submitted No Mandate Determination for 
Legislative Consideration 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 
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